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PHYSIOLOGICAL VARIATION IN THE SNOWY TREE-
CRICKET, OECANTHUS NIVEUS DE GEER.* 
B. B. FULTON-, 
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One of the most copied mistakes in entomological literature 
is one which was made by C. V. Riley and other writers of his 
time, on the oviposition of the Snowy Tree-cricket {Oecanthus 
niveus De Geer). At that time man}'- entomologists did not 
clearly distinguish between the two species, which in the 
eastern states are commonly associated in ras2oberry and black­
berry bushes. The more common species in such situations is 
Oecanthus nigricornis Walker, which deposits its eggs in con­
spicuous rows in the berry canes, while 0. niveus places its eggs 
singly by the side of the leaf axils, where they easily escape 
observation. Riley (1) figured the eggs of the former species 
under the name of the latter. This error has been copied many 
times and can still be found in new publications at least as 
recently as 1918. 
Observations by several entomologists have led to a correct 
understanding of the habits of the two species. Packard (2) 
gives an account of 0. niveus depositing its eggs singly in elm 
bark, but did not question the validity of Riley's statement. 
Houghton (3) (4) in 1904, reared 0. niveus from singly deposited 
eggs in plum bark and in 1909 reared 0. nigricornis from eggs 
deposited in rows in elder. Parrott (5) in 1909, showed by 
cage experiments that 0. nivetis preferred apple to raspberry for 
oviposition and that 0. nigricornis was responsible for the rows 
of eggs in raspberry and blackberry canes. Parrott and 
Fulton (6) in 1913, describe and illustrate the eggs of 0. niveus, 
as they are deposited on raspberry and blackberry, in the 
thickened cortex by the side of the leaf axils, rarely at other 
points, and never extending into the pith, (Fig. 1, B). The 
insect is here following the same method, which it uses on apple 
and other trees,- that of depositing the eggs singly in the bark, 
*Contributioii from the Dept. of Zoology and Entomology, Iowa tSate Col­
lege. Acknowledgments are due to the Oregon Agricultural Experiment Station, 
with which the writer was connected while much of the data given in this paper 
was being obtained. 
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but on berry canes and other thin barked plants the cortical 
layer is not thick enough for their purpose except at the leaf 
axils. 0. nigricornis prefers to oviposit in close set rows in 
pithy plants and the eggs lie in a slanting direction, imbedded 
in the pith, (Fig. 1, A). When this species occasionally ovi­
posits on a woody plant, such as apple, it places the eggs in 
the young twigs in the same manner. 
Shortly after the writer moved to Corvallis, Oregon, he was 
called upon to identify some tree-cricket eggs deposited in a 
raspberry cane in a long compact row, exactly as described 
above for 0. nigricornis. Without hesitation he named them 
as such. The piece of cane was not thrown away and on the 
following day, June 13, four young crickets were found with it. 
An examination of these specimens revealed not young 0. 
nigricornis, but something identical with the first instar 0. 
niveus as observed in the cast. It was something of a surprise 
to the writer to have his firmly established conceptions about 
the ovipo.sition of tree-crickets so rudely upset. The only 
possible explanation seemed to be that this was a new species 
closely.related to 0. niveus. Curiously enough, the known 
species most closely related to 0. niveus, namely 0. angusti-
pennis Fitch and 0. exclamalionis Davis, both have egg laying 
habits very similar to the first species. So far as known the 
habit of placing the eggs in rows in the pith was confined to the 
closely related species 0. nigricornis Walker, 0. qtiadripimctatus 
Beutenmuller and 0. pini Beutenmuller. 
This type of oviposition, i. e., rows of eggs in the pith, was 
found very commonly among raspberries, blackberries and 
loganberries in western Oregon. No eggs could be found 
deposited after the method of 0. niveus on such plants, i. e., 
singly by the leaf axils. An examination of prune and apple 
trees showed that they also contained tree-cricket eggs, deposited 
singly in the bark in the same manner em25loyed by 0. niveus 
on these trees in New York State. 
Two RACES OF Oecanlhus niveus IN OREGON. 
In late summer, when the tree crickets had matured, it 
became apparent that the crickets, which were so numerous on 
berries as well as those fovind on prune and apple trees, were 
practically identical with the 0. niveus of the east. Series of 
specimens collected both from bushes and trees were carefully 
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and minutely compared with eacli other and with specimens of 
0. niveus from Geneva, New York. No morphological or color 
characters could be found which would separate any one group 
from the others. 
Observations on the song of the Oregon tree crickets showed 
that they had the intermittent, rhythmical, whistling notes 
characteristic of 0. niveus in the east, but in this connection a 
most remarkable situation was found—in that those living in 
the fruit trees had a frequency of notes almost twice as great as 
those living on the berry bushes. This difference could not be 
accounted for on the basis of temperature or other environ­
mental factors. 
It seemed evident that there were two races of the Snowy 
Tree-cricket in Oregon, one living on berry bushes and the other 
on fruit trees. The writer set out to make a more detailed 
study of the life habits and ecological distribution of each form 
and to see if they retained their habits if transferred from one 
environment to the other. 
For convenience in describing further the habits of the two 
races they will be designated as 0. niveus A for the arboreal 
form and 0. niveus B for those living in bushes. 
ECOLOGICAL DISTRIBUTION. 
The 0. niveus of the eastern states is not only found on a 
great variety of trees, but is also a regular inhabitant of berry 
bushes and many other low shrubs. 
0. niveus A is strictly arboreal. In the vicinity of Corvallis, 
Oregon, this form is most common on prune and apple and in 
the native growths of white ash and Gary Oak. I have also 
heard it singing in cherry, maple and poplar trees. It is usually 
more abundant among the higher branches and could be heard 
singing in the tops of quite large trees. The only berry bushes 
I have found it in were tall, coarse blackberries growing under 
trees. 
0. nivetcs B is preeminently a bush inhabiting form. It is 
very common on loganberry and raspberry, and to a somewhat 
less extent, on blackberry. It occurs abundantly in the wild 
rose thickets, which are so common in the Willamette Valley. 
It is widely distributed though not abundant, among the brake 
ferns and associated plants in old burned areas in the Coast 
Range. 
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At the edge of a deciduous woods where there is a scrubb}' 
growth of young trees and bushes the ecological ranges of the 
two forms come together, but the extent of such contact is 
relatively small. Occasionally in such places both races may 
be heard singing in the same bush or small tree. 
In this connection it is interesting to note that Oecanthus 
nigrkornis, which is the most common inhabitant of berry 
bushes in the east, is not found in such situations in western 
Oregon. The closely related species or western variety, 0. 
argentmus Saussure, is rarely found on berry bushes. Its 
distribution is usually confined to medium sized weeds in open 
fields and prairies. 
OVIPOSITION. 
_ The eggs of 0. niveus A are placed singly in the bark of trees, 
(Fig. 1, C). In prune and ash trees they were found in branches 
from one to three inches in diameter. On ash trees they were 
usually located near side branches where the bark is somewhat 
thickened and rough. Eggs found on a vertical or sloping 
branch were most often located above the puncture, but there 
is considerable variability on this point. On horizontal or 
sloping branches, 75 per cent or more were located on the lower 
side. The females evidently prefer to work head downward on 
the lower side of a branch. Our observations on the species 
at Geneva, New York, show that the females there usually 
oviposit head uppermost on the upper side of a branch. A 
pellet of excrement is often used by 0. niveus A to stop up the 
hole after the egg is deposited, as is the case in the eastern states. 
In cage experiments with form A, it was later found that plugs 
of chewed bark were sometimes used. This we have never 
observed in the eastern form. 
The eggs of 0. niveus B are placed in compact rows with the 
eggs all slanting across the pith, (Fig. 1, A). Most rows average 
about one egg per millimeter, but occasionally they are more 
scattered. The number of holes per row varies from 2 to 40. 
Rows of 10 to 20 are common. In vertical stalks the eggs 
usually extend downward from the point of oviposition, or in 
other words, the female works head uppermost, which is at 
variance with race A, but agrees with 0. niveus in New York and 
Iowa. On horizontal or sloping branches most of the punctures 
are drilled on the underside. This habit agrees with race A, but 
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in the east 0. niveus usually oviposits on the upper side of a 
branch. After depositing the .egg, race B covers the puncture 
with chewed bark, removed from a point just above the hole. 
The resulting scar is used as a starting point for the next drilling 
operation. This habit is exactly like that of 0. nigricornis, 
which differs from race B in its oviposition only in its decided 
preference for the upi^er side of a stalk. 
WOOD 
CA.MBI.UM 
X2 
PITH.'.v' 
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CAMBlUfI 
Fig. 1. Methods of oviposition used by varieties of Oecnnlhiis niveus. A, Nor­
mal method of 0. niveus B, and also 0. nigricornis, in raspberry and other pithy 
plant stems. B, Normal method of 0. niveus on raspberry in the eastern states. 
C, Normal method of 0. niveus A on branches of trees. D, Forced oviposition of 
race A on blackberry, (Exp. A, 2). E, Forced oviposition of race B on apple branch. 
(Exp. B 10 and B 11). F, Oviposition of race B in green growth at tip of a side 
spur, when confined on an apple branch. (E.xp. B 1 to B n, Sept. 7). G, Oviposition 
of race B in hard watcrshoot of apple when given choicc between that and a larger 
branch. (Exp. B 10). 
The eggs of the two races of 0. niveus in Oregon show no 
differences in the ornamentation of the cap at the cephalic end. 
Series of fifty of each kind showed slight relative differences in 
the total length and length of the cap. The average measure­
ments in mm. are as follows: Race A, length, 3.16, width .07, 
length of cap .50, width of cap .52. Race B, length 3.01, width 
.68, length of cap .40, width of cap .52. 
UVII'USITION EXI'EKI.MENTS WITH OECANTHUS NIVEUS, A. 
Exper. 
No. of 
Female 
Caged on SeptemlDcr 9 September 14 September 22 October 24 
A 1 Apple 14 mm. diam. 
Loganberry 0 mm. diam. 
(indoors) -
25 eggs in apple. All 
placed singly in bark. 
No eggs on loganberry. 
A 2 Loganberry 3 mm. and 0 
mm. diameter. 
(indoors) 
24 eggs in larger cane, all 
imbedded in cortex and 
wood. Transferred to 
blackberry. 9 mm. diam­
eter. 
Cricket alive. 13 eggs all 
in cortex and wood. 
A 3 Apple branch 20 mm. 
diameter with 2 small 
side spurs. 
Several punctures ob­
served . 
Cricket dead. 14 eggs, in 
bark, all but 2 on under 
side. 
A 4 Loganberr}^ cane close to 
ground. 
No punctures on logan­
berry. Transferred to 
prune 20 mm. diameter. 
Cricket alive. Punctures 
observed but not counted. 
Cricket dead. 23 eggs de­
posited singl}' in bark. 
All but 4 on under side of 
brancli. 
A 5 Loganberry, G mm. diam. Cricket alive. Cricket dead. No eggs. 
A G Loganberry, 7 mm. diam. Cricket alive. Cricket dead. No eggs. 
A 7 Loganberry, S mm. diam. Cricket alive. Cricket dead. No eggs. 
A S Grape, 5 mm. diam. Cricket alive. Cricket dead. No eggs. 
A 9 On apple, watershoots. 5 
and S mm. diam. 
Cricket alive. Cricket dead. No eggs. 
OviPosiTiON EXPERIMENTS WITH OECANTHUS NIVEUS, B. 
Exp. 
No. of 
Female 
August 29 September 7 September 14 October 24 
B 1, B 2, 
B 3, B 4, 
and B o. 
Apple branch 20 mm. di­
ameter with small side 
spurs. 
5 eggs in pith of green 
growth at tip of side 
spur. 2 incomplete punc­
tures in large branch. 
Tran.sf. to ornamental 
rose. 
Row of 8 eggs in twig of 
2-3 mm. diam. All in 
pith. 3 others in wood of 
larger twigs. Transf. to 
loganberr}^ 5-10 mm. 
diam. 
Crickets dead. 95 eggs in 
23 compact rows of 2 to 9 
eggs. All but S in larger 
branch. All imbedded in 
pith. 
B 0, B 7 Prune branch 20 mm. di­
ameter. No side spurs. 
No eggs. No punctures. 
Transf. to grape, 5 mm. 
diameter, present year's 
growth. 
Compact row of 7 eggs, 
all slanting across pith. 
7 incomplete punctures. 
B S Prune branch IG mm. di­
ameter. No side spurs. 
No eggs. No punctures. 
Transf. to apple water-
shoots. 
Crickets dead. No eggs. 
B 9 Prune branch 25 mm. di­
ameter, with side spurs. 
No eggs. No punctvircs. 
Transf. to loganberrj'. 
Compact row of 10 eggs. 
All in pith. 
BIO, Bll Apple branch 30 mm. di­
ameter, with watershoot 
4 mm. diameter. 
Crickets dead. Row of S 
eggs in watershoot. Un­
derside of large branch 
with IS eggs. 
B12, B13, 
B14 
Wild rose, various sizes 
snowberry, 5 mm. diam. 
(indoors) 
20 eggs in 3 mm. branch of 
wild rose. In 4 compact 
rows. All imbedded in 
pith. 
B 15 Apple branch 16 mm. di­
ameter. Loganberry 6 
mm. diam. 
(indoors) 
(Sept. 22) 
45 eggs in loganberry in 4 
compact rows of 7, 9, 12 
and 17 eggs. All im­
bedded in pith. 
B U) 1 apple branch 12 mm. di­
ameter. With side spurs, 
(indoors) 
(Sept. 22) 
No eggs. 4 incomplete 
punctures in spurs which 
had become dry. Trans, 
to apple branch IG mm., 
watersprout, G mm. 
Cricket dead. 22 eggs in 
sprout. Rows of 2, 4, 4, S. 
Four single eggs in cam­
bium. All imbedded in 
wood and jjith. 
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OviPosiTioN EXPERIMENTS. 
A series of experiments were carried out to determine the 
effect of transferring the two races from their normal host plants 
to those of the other form. 
The insects were collected from pure stands of each race as 
determined the character of vegetation, by the songs of the 
males and by the presence of eggs deposited in the characteristic 
manner. Race B was taken from loganberries and race A from 
apple, prune and oak trees. At the time the experiments were 
started the tree crickets had been mature about a month and 
had_ fully formed eggs in the body. All of them were fed on 
aphids during the experiments. They were caged on growing 
plants except where it is indicated that the experiment was 
performed indoors. The cages were made to surround a portion 
of a branch without cutting it off. 
NOTES ON OVIPOSITION EXPJ'EBIENTS. 
Al. Of 25 eggs, all but two are directed upward from the puncture. 
Most of the holes are plugged with chewed bark, but some were plugged 
with excrement. 
A2. On loganberry. Only four of the 24 eggs were placed at the 
side of leaf axils after the manner of 0. nivcus in the east, except that in 
these cases the eggs extended upward from the puncture. The other 
eggs were imbedded partly in cortex and partly in the underlying woody 
layer. Some of them reached the pith but none extended into it. 
On blackberry.—Seven eggs and three empty punctures were found 
at leaf axils. SLx eggs and numerous partially completed punctures 
were found in various other parts of the bark. The soft cortical layer 
was only about a half millimeter thick, so that most of the eggs were 
imbedded in the underlying woody layer, which was about a mUlimeter 
thick. Two eggs extended partly into the pith and one was almost 
entirely in the pith, but in these cases the eggs lay just under the woody 
layer and parallel to it, (Fig. 1, D), instead of slanting across the pith as 
. when deposited by form B. 
B1 to B5. In the first cage these females refused to oviposit in the 
large apple branch.' • A row of five eggs was found in the green terminal 
growth of a side spur, (Fig. 1, F). 
The crickets were then confined on ornamental rose on twigs var\ang 
from 10 mm. in diameter to very small ones. Niunerous attenipts 
were made by the crickets to bore through the wood of the larger t^^'igs, 
but apparently it was too hard for all the punctures terminated in the 
wood. Three eggs were found in lioles which did not reach the jjith. 
The only rows of eggs were in a small terminal twig; a row of five where 
the twig was 3 mm. in diameter and a row of three where it measured 
2 mm. 
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After transfer to loganbeiT}' this same series of females deposited 
95 eggs in the characteristic manner. 
B10 and B11. These crickets were in a cage which included an apple 
branch 30 mm. in diameter and a small apple watershoot 4 mm. in 
diameter. Many attempts had been made to oviposit in the shoot, but 
few were successftil. Most of the punctures were incomplete and 
terminated in the wood. There were two rows of 4 and 5 incomplete 
punctures besides several single ones. At the end of one of these rows, 
an egg had been deposited and toward the smaller end of the shoot there 
was a row of S eggs, all of which extended across the narrow pith. 
Apparently this watershoot was too hard for oviposition. The green 
tip was not included in the cage. 
Twelve eggs were found in the bark on the underside of the large 
branch. These were placed in the usual slanting position with the distal 
ends imbedded in the wood. There were two sets of two placed one in 
front of the other about 1 mm. apart, as if forming an incomplete row, 
(Fig. 1,E). _ 
Bl6. This female was given a choice of an apple branch of 16 mm. 
diameter and an apple watershoot of fi mm. diameter. The 22 eggs 
were all placed in the shoot. All but four were imbedded in the wood 
and narrow pith}' core. This wood was apparently almost too hard for 
the purpose and in six cases had turned the ovipositor so that the hole 
extended along the cambium layer parallel to the surface. In four of 
these holes eggs had been deposited and in such cases the position of the 
egg was lilce that of form A (Fig. 1, G). This was evidently due to force 
of circumstances and not from choice, but it shows that the habit of 
placing eggs singly in the bark could possibly have originated from the 
habit of placing them in rows in the pith. Of the four eggs mentioned, 
three were placed singly and the other was at the bottom of a row. 
SUMMARY OF OVIPOSITION EXPERIMENTS. 
RACE A. 
1. The female.s oviposited readily in the bark of prune and 
apple branches. 
2. Females confined on grape and small apple shoots and 
most of those on loganberry canes, did not oviposit at all. 
. 3. One female deposited eggs in loganberry and blackberry 
but in this case she placed the eggs in the cortex and woody 
layer in as near the normal manner as the physical character 
of the plant Avould permit, (Fig. 1, D). , 
RACE B. 
1. The females oviposited readily in loganberr}^ and wild 
rose, placing the eggs in the pith in compact rows. 
2. On ornamental rose, grape, and apple watershoots the 
same method of oviposition was used or attempted, but on these 
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plants the wood was a little too hard for drilling, as shown 
the numerous partially completed punctures. 
3. Four females confined on prune branches, (16-2.5 mm. 
diam.) did not oviposit at all. One of these was transferred to 
loganberry and it began oviposition on the following night. 
4. TAvelve eggs ,-were deposited in the bark of an apple 
branch, .where the only alternative was a watershoot which was 
too woody to be drilled into easily. The eggs did not lie nearly 
parallel to the surface as those of race A, but slanted at a forty-
five degree angle and the distal ends were imbedded in the wood, 
(Fig. 1, E). 
SONG. 
As mentioned before, the songs of the two forms of Oecauilius 
niveus in Oregon are very different. A more detailed study of 
the stridulation was made in order to make comparisons with 
the same species in the east. 
The song of 0. niveus has probably been written about more 
than that of any other American insect. By many writers it is 
considered the most musical of all insect sounds. It exhibits 
the interesting phenomenon of synchronism and has been much 
discussed in past numbers of the American Naturalist with 
reference to the relation between frequency of notes and 
temperature. 
The stridulating organ of the tree cricket consists of a trans­
verse vein near the base of the wing, which bears minute teeth 
on .the underside. This is scraped by a thickening on the inner 
edge of the opposite wing. AVhen the tree cricket sings it 
raises its wings perpendicularly over the back and vibrates them 
in a transverse direction. In the case of OecanlJms niveus, the 
vibrations are interrupted at regular intervals so that the song is 
a rhythmically repeated, whistling note. 
FREQUENCY OF NOTES AND TEMPER^VTURE. 
No study of the frequency of notes can be made without 
considering the temperature for the rate varies directly with the 
temperature. This relation of wing movement to temperature is 
present in all singing insects which the writer has observed, 
but only with those species whose song has a rhythmical beat, 
which is indefinitely repeated, can an accurate study of the 
correlation be made. In 1897, such a study was recorded by 
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Dolbear (7) who reduced' the temperature correlation to an 
algebraic formula. He did 3iot name the species of cricket 
but from his description of the song it was evident to later 
workers that he was dealing with the snowy tree cricket. A 
year later C. A. and E. A. Bessey (8), published a more detailed 
account with a graph made from a large number of records takeii 
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Pig. 2. Rccords of song of 0. niveus taken by C. A. and E. A. Bessey in 
Xcbraska. 
Pig. 3. Rccords of song of O. niveus taken by Edes and Faxon in New England. 
Pig. -1. Records of song of the two races of 0. niveus in Oregon. 
Fig. 5. Records of the song of one individual 0. niveus taken indoors in Iowa. 
Fig. 0. Comparison of graphs made from records shown in Figs. 2, IJ, -1, and 5. 
in Nebraska, (Fig. 2). Soon after that another article appeared 
by Edes (9) Avith a chart of observations made by himself and 
Faxon independently, (Fig. 3). Although both workers lived 
in New England the counts taken by the latter averaged a few 
notes less at the same temperatures. Edes states that his own 
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records might have been more accurate if the thermometer 
had been on the same side of the house as the bush in which the 
crickets were singing. 
COMPARISON OF THE SONG OF 0. niveiis A AND B. 
Numerous observations at various temperatures on the songs 
of the two races of 0. niveus in Oregon, both out-of-doors and 
in the laboratory, are recorded in Fig. 4. It can be seen from 
this that there is a wide range of difference between the songs 
of the two forms. For instance, at 70° F., race A stridulates at a 
rate of about 160 notes per minute, while "race B has onty 90 
notes per minute. Such a difference as this can not be accounted 
for by any physical difference in the environment. Actual cage 
experiments show that the males of each form retain the same 
relative difference, regardless of surroundings. During several 
years of observation on these crickets, in many situations, I have 
never heard one which seemed to be intermediate between the 
two forms in regard to song. 
Another sHght difference in the method of singing was 
observed one night when the temperature had gone down to 
48° F., which is near the lower limit of the singing range of the 
cricket. The slight quaver in the note, which is noticeable 
even at higher temperatures, was then so reduced in speed that 
the undulations of sound came no faster than I could count. 
In the case of race B, each note consisted of a series of four brief 
phases. This was observed for several individuals. By throw­
ing a flashlight on the singing insect it could be plainly seen that 
the wings rubbed past each other four times for each note. 
In the case of race A the notes were noticeably shorter and 
ob.servations on several individuals showed that this form made 
onl}'- three strokes cf the wings per note. 
CAUSES OF A^ARIATION IN CHARTED DATA. 
In charting the data on the song of the tree cricket, the 
points do not line up in a regular curve, but will be found scat­
tered within rather narrow limits. In other words, all observa­
tions made at the same temperature do not agree. Shull (10), 
in attempting to find seme factor other than temperature which 
might influence the frequency of notes, investigated the relation 
of wing length to rate cf chirping and found no correlation. 
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He concluded that the variations were probably due to 
humidity, individuality and physiological state. 
In my work on the tree cricket song I tried to discover some 
of the sources of error. An accurate thermometer should be 
used, preferably one with fractions of degrees marked. Records 
taken out of doors are not accurate for the reason that the 
temperature varies slightly from place to place and from time 
to time. In taking a record it is not possible to have the 
thermometer close to the cricket for it stops singing at a slight 
disturbance. I found that under the foliage of loganberries 
it was often a degree colder than just above if a slight breeze 
was blowing in the evening. The tops of apple trees would be 
sometimes two degrees warmer than near the ground. On one 
night the temperature was found to fluctuate over a range of 
nearly four degrees P. within a few minutes. In a rising or 
falling temperature there will be an error, for the temperature 
of the cricket will not rise or fall at the same rate as the 
thermometer. 
Aside from error in temperature I believe that the greatest 
cause for irregularities in the song charts is slight individual 
variations. There is no doubt but that some males have a rate 
of stridulation slightly higher or lower than the average. I had 
one cricket confined in a cage in the house that was noticeably 
slower, about five notes per minute, than the others when it 
sang alone. When more than one cricket is singing in the same 
room, the}'' assume a common rate and all sound their notes 
together in perfect harmony. The rate of such a chorus would 
depend to some extent on the individuals that composed it. 
Fig. 5 shows a series of observations taken on one male 
cricket in a room. Records were taken only when the temper­
ature was holding fairly constant. The bulb of the thermometer 
touched the side of the cage in which the cricket was confined. 
Each count was carried on for three consecutive minutes to 
avoid error in counting. Even in this case there is some 
fluctuation from a straight Hne, but it is much more regular 
than a chart of observations made out-of-doors on various 
individuals. It is possible that the'element of fatigue may 
cause some variation in the frequency, but I have not had 
access to equipment necessary to determine this point. 
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SY.NXHRONISM. 
Theie seems to me no doubt about the synchronism in the 
song of the Snowy Tree-cricket, although it has been questioned 
by some, who claim that an auditory illusion is responsible for 
the belief that the notes of neighboring crickets are sounded 
simultaneously. As Allard (11) (12) has pointed out, there are 
other msects having an intermittent, rhythmical song which do 
not give such an eflect, because they do not synchronize their-
notes. Not all of the Snowy Tree-crickets in an orchard or 
berry patch will have their notes joerfectlj'' synchronized, 
although on warm evenings there are times when the chorus 
seems to come very close to this condition. In a single tree or 
among any group of crickets that are not more than a few yards 
apart, the singers usually keep up a perfect synchronism. On 
very cool evenings, near the lower temperature range of stridula-
tion, synchronism becomes imperfect or almost lacking. The 
phenomenon can be best observed with caged crickets indoors. 
When one male is singing and another Ijcgins the second one will 
make a few weak notes until it can catch the proper rhythm and 
then its notes sound simultaneously with the other. 
C0MPAR1.S0N OF SONG OF 0. nivcus IN THE EAST AND WEST. 
If the graphs made from the stridulation records of the two 
races of 0. nivcus in Oregon are compared with those made by 
the Besseys and Edes, it can be seen that both forms differ from 
the same species in the east in regard to song, (Fig. 6). Also 
it can be seen that the Besseys' records, which were taken in 
Nebraska, differ slightly from those of Edes and Faxon, which 
were taken in NCAV England. Barring errors by the use of a 
defective thermometer, it would appear that 0. nivcus in 
Nebraska sings faster than it does in New England and that 
race A in Oregon sings still faster. 
HUMIDITY. 
One might suppose from this that the humidity of the air 
which in general increases from west to east during the summer, 
might be responsible for this difference. Shull (10). thought 
that humidity influenced the rate of chirping, but admitted that 
the evidence on the point was not conclusive. The writer ha.s. 
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one observation on this point. Two crickets were confined 
indoors where the temperature was kept fairly constant, one in a 
cage consisting of ordinary fly screen on all sides, and with no 
green plants inside, while the other was confined in a lamp 
chimney with a cotton plug in the top and many fresh green 
leaves inside. Moisture was condensed over the inside of the 
glass, showing that the atmosphere within was saturated. 
The cricket in the lamp chimney did not chirp often, 
probably on account of the abnormal conditions in the cage, 
but on one occasion it sang for a time and its notes synchronized 
with those of the cricket in the wire cage. When each was 
permitted to sing alone, the rate was'the same. The relative 
humidity of the air in the room was only 54% as determined by 
a sling psychrometer (dry bulb GG|^° F., wet bulb, 55%° F.). 
This experiment was not tried on other crickets, but it shows 
that the effect of humidity on the rate of stridulation could at 
most not be greater than individual differences between crickets. 
In tlie summer of 1923, the writer succeeded in taking to 
Oregon alive, two male crickcts collccted on apple in Ohio and 
two males collected on scrub oaks at Grand Canyon, Arizona. 
These were placed in separate cages in the same room with two 
males of the Oregon race A. When this lot was observed after 
dark, none of the u.sual synchi-onism of notes could be heard, but 
instead there was a confusion of sound, resulting from the 
crickets of each locality singing at somewhat different rates. 
One of the Ai'izona crickets was a most persistent singer and 
would be the first to start after they were stopped by a dis­
turbance. An Ohio cricket would then apparently attempt to 
start in unison, but after a few notes would lose cadence and 
stop. • After several such attempts it would sing independently 
at a somewhat slower rate. Counts of the three species taken 
within a half hour, with the temperature of the room holding 
close to 71° F., gave the following: Ohio 130, Arizona 140, 
Oregon A, 155. 
This obserA'ation and the comparison of the song records 
taken by different workers in widely separated parts of the 
country, indicate that the average frequenc}' of notes in the 
song of the Snowy Tree-cricket is not the same in all localities 
and that this variation is not dependent on the local physical 
conditions of the environment. 
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CROSSING. 
A male of race B was confined with a female of race A, and 
two males of A were confined with females of race B. Although 
these cages were examined frequently at night, no mating was 
observed for any of the three pairs. However, the cages 
could not be kept under constant observation and since few 
cases of mating were observed in the other cages where the 
sexes of the same race were confined together, it is entirely 
possible that crossing occurred. The females were already 
fertiHzed before capture. The writer had planned to start 
crossing experiments another year with immature crickets, but 
departure from the state prevented the carrying out of these 
plans. 
Even, if crossing did take place between individuals of the 
two races confined in a cage, it would not be a frequent occur­
ence in nature because of the sharply limited ecological 
distribution. As stated before, the two races occur on the same 
plants only at the dividing line between deciduous forest or 
orchard and areas of low bushes. 
GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION. 
Oecanthus niveus is the most widely distributed of all our 
native tree-crickets. It occurs over most of the North American 
continent from Maine, Ontario and British Columbia, south­
ward. It is not common in southeastern U. S. and has never 
been recorded from Florida. It occurs in Cuba and is recorded 
from Guatemala and several widely separated points in Mexico. 
Besides having studied the species in New York and Oregon, 
the writer has made Hmited observations on its habits in Ohio, 
Iowa, Colorado and Arizona. The egg laying habits, both on 
trees and berry bushes, are essentially the same in New York, 
Ohio and Iowa. At the Grand Canyon, Arizona, the species 
was found living in junipers and small oaks, but no eggs were 
found. A few song records taken in Ohio agree with those 
taken by Edes and Faxon in New England. Records taken 
.in Iowa, Colorado and Arizona occupy a middle ground near 
those taken by the Besseys in Nebraska. In no other place 
besides Oregon has the writer found any evidence of the existence 
of two races. It would be interesting to have for comparison 
some knowledge of the habits of the species in Cuba and Mexico. 
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The race A of Oecanllms niveus in Oregon does not differ 
greatly in song or egg laying habits from the same species 
in the east. Since the song of the species varies sUghtly in 
different parts of the country, it seems likely that there might 
also be slight geographical variations in other habits and tliat 
race A merges by gradual stages with the 0. niveus of the 
central and eastern states. 
Race B, however, is something more distinct. If its differ­
ences from the other form were morphological rather than 
physiological, it would constitute a separate species. It can 
be called a physiological variety. I have never observed it 
anywhere except in Oregon west of the Cascades. There it is 
widely distributed and is most abundant in the valleys, but is 
also found in burned areas in the Coast Range and lower 
Cascades. The race undoubtedly occurs also in western 
Washington, where conditions are practically identical to 
western Oregon. I beHeve that it also occurs in eastern Oregon 
and Washington in the Columbia and Snake River valleys. 
This assumption is based on tree-cricket eggs found at Walla 
Walla, A¥ashington. They were in rather large wild rose bushes 
and were deposited in rows like the eggs of race B in western 
Oregon. They did not appear to be eggs of 0. argenlimis, 
which sometimes oviposits in small rose bushes, but usually. 
in pithy weeds. 
OTHER EXAMPLES OF PHYSIOLOGICAL VARIETIES. 
There have come to my attention, a few instances described 
in literature, of varieties of a species having a distinct difference 
in habits accompanied by sHght or no morphological characters 
of separation. No doubt there are other cases scattered through 
the literature. I believe that a more intimate acquaintance 
with the habits of widely distributed species will show that 
such physiological varieties are not uncommon among insects. 
I will describe briefly a few of the more striking examples. 
Howard .(13) gave an interesting account of a fly, Parexorista 
cheloniae, which is parasitic on the Brown-tail Moth. The 
species exists both in America and Europe and is apparently 
identical in the two places, but the American race seems to be 
without defence against the poisonous barbed hairs of the 
caterpillar. The European race has become adapted to the 
Brown-tail physiologically and parasitizes it with impunity.. 
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The European race was brought to America and colonized by 
thousands. It was found that they hybridized with the native 
race and after a few generations, with greatly diluted European 
blood, were no longer immune to the Brown-tail hairs. 
Patch and Wood (14) have worked out the life history of the 
Blueberry Maggot, which is considered to be a small race of the 
ordinary apple maggot, Rhagoletis pomonella. There appears 
to be no difference between the two races except in size, but the 
food habits of the two are very distinct. 
Among the Orthoptera, several instances have been described 
of varieties having a different song. Allard (15) states that 
"very marked differences of stridulation may characterize 
certain species in different parts of their range." He described 
differences in the song and other habits of the common field 
cricket, Gryllus assimilis, an extremely variable species morpho­
logically. In New England, the song consists of intermittent 
chirps, while in northern Georgia a race occurs which has a 
prolonged, trilling note. 
In the case of the Striped Ground Cricket, Nemobius 
fasciatus De Geer, also an extremely variable species, Allard (16) 
has discovered in Massachusetts two singing forms in the same 
locality, but having a different ecological distribution. One 
race occupies the dry, grassy upland fields and pastures and 
sings Avith a high pitched, prolonged trill. In damp marshy 
ground in fields and pastures, this race is replaced almost 
entirely by pure colonies of a form having brief intermittent 
notes. Only where wet and dry conditions overlap is there a 
noticeable intermingling of the two forms. 
The writer has also found a race of the same species living on 
damp ground near Ames, Iowa, which appears to fit the descrip­
tion of Allard's intermittent singer. This was found only in 
grassy places near streams. An examination of a series taken 
from a pure colony of this form showed no characters to separate 
it from the common form. The song of the low ground race 
could be imitated by rubbing the edge of a fine-toothed comb 
Ughtly with the finger in short strokes. At 77° F. one of these 
crickets chirped from 24 to 30 times in ten seconds. There was 
no constant rhythm to the song and the frequency varied with 
different individuals, some chirping as much as 40 times in ten 
seconds. I watched a male singing and it appeared to make 
just one comparatively slow stroke of the wings per note. 
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Caged specimens of this race were observed to sing only in the 
manner described. 
The song of the common form of Nemohius Jasciatus is very 
different in quaHty and much louder. It has a very rapid wing 
movement and each stroke produces a sharp chirping note. 
The frequency is much faster than one can count at ordinary 
temperatures, and the song seems to be one prolonged note, 
having a distinct, tinkling quality. 
At Mt. Pleasant, Iowa, in the southeastern part of the 
state, the writer found another differently singing variety of 
N. fasciatus, occuring in woods. This race was paler and more 
reddish in color than the common form, but some individuals 
of the pale color had the ordinary type of song. The song of 
this woodland variety differed only in the frequency • of chirps 
which seemed to be just about half that of the common form. 
The notes were slow enough to be easily counted on cool days 
and even at higher temperature could be easity estimated by 
tapping a paper with a pencil in the same cadence and then 
counting the dots made in a certain period of time. At about 
70° F. the frequency was close to five chirps per second. A'lale 
specimens of the woodland form, as well as the common form, 
were confined in separate cages with females. They always 
stridulated in their characteristic manner, but each form was 
found to have two songs. What might be termed the calHng 
song was the one most commonly heard and is the song which I 
have described for each form. In it there was a constant 
cadence or rhythm which varied only with the temperature. 
When first starting to sing or when the male was actively' 
courting the female, a slower frequency of chirps with less 
regular intervals, was used by each form, but the same com­
parative difference between the two forms was retained. At 
about 70° F., the common N. Jasciatus would start chirping 
about 4 or 5 notes per second, but soon the speed would increase 
a little and then suddenly break into the regular tinkling song. 
The woodland form would chirp about twice per second in its 
preliminary song and then abruptly change to about five notes 
per second. If a female came near a calling mate, he would 
change to the slower song and follow her about with a nervous 
jerking of the body; At such times the song would be very 
irregular, varying both in loudness and frequency. 
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The woodland race of N. fasciatiis was not found near Ames, 
nor was the lowland race found at Mt. Pleasant. In woods at 
Ames, only the song of the typical form was heard, as was also 
the case in low places along streams near A'lt. Pleasant. 
SuiUfARY AND CONCLUSION-S. 
1. Two races of Oecanihus niveus DeGeer are found in Oregon, 
which differ only in their habits. One form lives in bushes 
and the other in trees. 
. 2. The habits of the tree inhabiting race differ but slightly 
from those of the same species in the eastern states. 
3. The bush inhabiting form in Oregon is a distinct physio­
logical variety. 
4. The characteristic song and oviposition habits of the 
two forms of Oecanthiis nivcus in Oregon remain fixed when the 
adults of one form are confined to the normal environment of 
the other form. 
5. The females of each form select plants for egg laying, 
which best meet the requirements of their characteristic mode 
of oviposition. This probably is the main factor in determining 
their ecological distribution. 
6. The average frequency of notes in the song of Oecantlius 
niveus, at the same temperature, varies in different parts of the 
country. SHght individual variations in frequency occur in 
any one locahty, but such differences are modified to synchronize 
the notes when more than one cricket is singing. Individuals 
brought together from certain widely separated parts of the 
continent find it difficult or impossible to synchronize the notes 
on account of the greater difference in frequency. 
7. Physiological varieties of other species of insects have 
been recorded in literature. Among the Orthoptera, there are 
several species which have one or more varieties differing in 
tyiDe of song. 
S. Three singing forms of Nemobius fascialus are present 
in Iowa. The common form is found in all open fields and 
pastures. In the southeastern portion of the state, a different 
form is found in woodlands. In central Iowa a still different 
form occurs iil low places. 
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THE TREE CRICKETS OF OREGOIT 
The tree crickets are a small group of criclceta, 
i which live among foliage and not on the ground as in the case 
of the well Imovm field crickets. lot all of them live in 
trees as might he expected from the name, but some species 
live among bushes and others on tall herbaceous plants, 
j They are of interest to the fruit grower because 
I of the fact that certain species become destructive at times. 
! In Oregon there are three species of tree criclcets. The most 
I destructive one occurs in two races, one living in orchards, 
and the other on berry bushes. 
Economic Importance. 
The injury caused by tree criclcets is due to the 
feeding habits and to the deposition of eggs. Although they 
are not generally considered as serious pests of plants, yet 
: there are places v;here conditions have favored the increase 
of certain species over a period of yecirs until they have be­
come very destructive. The plants most liable to be affected 
are prune, apple, peach, loganberry, raspberry, and blacJ:-
berry. 
Pruit Injury. Destructive feeding habits of tree cric--ets have 
] been noted from tine to- tine. They have been reported injuring 
i - -
tobacco leaves, but on most plants the consumption of foliage 
I is negligible. In the case of fruits, even if the amount of 
material consumed is relatively small, the injiiry may be severe 
due to numerous surface blemishes and to subsequent rot infec-
T j  
i 
I 
f-
, tiono The tree crielcets ehev; holes through the sicin of the 
^ fruit ana often enlarge the cavities helow the s-urface by 
; further feeding on the pulp with the head projecting into 
the hole. The adults feed more extensively than the young 
crickets. 
Garnan (1) has observed tree ericlcets in Kentuckj'", 
feea.ir-£ on ripening plums, peaches, and grapes, the injury 
causing brown rot infection in the stone fruits and black rot 
in the grapes. In more recent years fruit injury by tree 
crickets has been reported in the western states. A fine crop 
of peaches in the Sacramento Valley was reported by Urbalms 
(E) to be materially damaged by the snov/y tree cricket eating 
holes in the ripe peaches causing extensive infection by brown 
rot with a resulting loss of about a hundred tons of peaches 
in a single orchard. V/akeland and V/helan (S) have described 
a similar outbreak on prunes in the Boise Valley of Idaho 
and adjacent parts of Oregon. In a large commercial orchard 
at Parma, Idaho the tree crickets iiad been a pest of consid­
erable importance for a number of years and in 1921 caused 
a loss of about one-fourth of the crop. Yothers (4) in a 
later account of the same outbreak, stated that the annual 
i 
I loss in prune orchards of Southern Idaho amounts to hundreds 
I of thousands of dollars. He says that crickets in the last 
1 
I two stages before maturity feed on the half grovm prunes. 
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gnawing holes in the s"urfaee, The inj-ury starts about the 
first of Aiigust and increases in extent as the crickets ma­
ture and the prunes ripen. It often happens that the pcrcent 
of injured fruit is so great that it does not pay to harvest, 
sort, and pack the crop. The injured fruit often starts to 
decay after "being packed causing a slime which spreads and 
renders the whole "box unmarketable. According to \7akeland the 
number of individual tree crickets in this infestation may be 
as high as 1385 in a single tree. 
Oviposition Injuries. Certain siaecies of tree crickets have 
become injurious by their method of depositing eggs. Egg 
punctiires in the bark of trees and busiies permit the entrance 
of organisms causing bark diseases. Under some conditions 
tree crickets actually inoculate the plants with certain para­
sitic fungi. (5). In Oregon bark diseases associated with 
tree cricket egg punctures have been found on prune and apple. 
The bark canker develops as a circular discolored area sur­
rounding the puncture» Later the dead portion is separated 
from the healthy bark by a distinct line or narrov? crack. Sgg 
punctures in raspberry are sometimes associated with a disease 
loiown as raspberry cane blight. 
In berry.bushes oviposition by tree crickets often 
causes injuries of a purely mechanical nat^rre. The canes 
break or split easily at points xvhere a row of eggs has., been 
deposited. Unusual numbers of eggs in canes may permit evapo-
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ra-fcion to tlis extent of icilling the tips. This effeet is 
more common in loganberries. 
Control. 
The fact that tree crickets are always rare or 
absent in apple orchards that are regularlv- sprayed for cod­
ling moth shows tliat their control is not a diffic-ult natter. 
One spraying with lead arsenate while the crickets are young 
is usrually all that is necessary to control them. This was 
demonstrated in a small orchard at the edge of Corvallis, 
belonging to H. K. V/ight. Bnring the s-ummer of 19S2 this or­
chard was nniformly infested with tree criclcets. A large 
niunber of males could be heard singin^j in each tree o.nd many 
females were observed ovipositing in the branches. Early 
in the stiimner of 19S5 these trees received one spray after 
the tree crickets had hatched, xvith lead arsenate at the usual 
strength of 1 poimd to 50 gallons. After the tree crickets 
had mattjred no males co-old be heard singing in the orchard 
except in one tree which was in contact with a large imsprayed 
blackberry bush. Adjoining unsprayed cherry trees still con­
tained tree crickets, showing that the nearly complete e>:ter-
mination of the insects was due to the spray and not to para­
sitism. 
Control of tree crickets on loganberries by means 
of a sweetened arsenical spray \7as demonstrated on the J. L. 
Johnson farm near Stigene. The loganberries contained numerous 
Vi 
i G.wg ptmcturGs. All plants v^ero o-frectGd and on many of then 
^several htmdred punctures cotild he found in a sin£;lG cano. 
; Those most severely s.ttae3ced were dyin^; at the tips due to loss 
i of moisture. On July 11, 1922 the "bushes were sprayed with the 
• follov;ing mixture: 
Water 5 gallons 
Lead arsenate ir pound 
Molasses 1 ouart 
The spray was applied with a compressed air hand sprayer. 
ITo effort was made to spray the bushes thoroughly, but each 
was gi\'-en a few dashes as the operator walked along. One part 
was treated in the afternoon and the other in early evening so 
that when the crickets became active at duslc they would find the 
material still liquid. 
On Ifovember 11, 1922, the experiment was checlcod. ITo rlif-
ference was noticed between tiie plots sprayed in afternoon and 
Qvening but both showed a recarlcable difference in niimber of 
egg punctures from the condition in early s-oiiimer. A search of 
a whole row in the part sprayed in the evening revealed only one 
cane containing eggs, of which there were 23, scattered in sev-
eral short rows, A similar examination of a half row in the other 
plot disclosed only one short rov/ of eggs. 
The control had been aided by the disposal of the old canes 
I ifiimediately after the last of the crop had been removed. They 
I had been carried av;ay and burned talcing many crickets with them. 
jliov/ever in the unsprayed plot where this P^^Q-ctice was also carried 
1 
s 
1 
I • • 
I 
i 
I out, egf--s could be readily i'Dund, but 'i^ore not nuraorous enough 
i to be serious. 
'i 
I 
1 Life Histoi-y. 
1 
I All of our species of tree crickets deposit eggs in the 
i 
i stems of plants in the late sujnmsr and fall. These remain over 
5 
I v/inter and hatch early in the following summer, usually near 
the middle of Juiie in the Willamette Valley, The young crick­
ets grovi rather slov/ly for insects and shet their skin five 
times before reaching the adult form. Hacii stage is character­
ised by the progressive changes in the development of the wing 
pads and ovipositor. The life stages and other facts concern­
ing the biology of the tree crickets have been described in de­
tail in a previous paper by the v/riter (6). It will suffice 
here to give some of the more important features of the life 
history. 
There is but one generation a year and the adult stage is 
usually reached near the first of August in the vicinity of 
Corvallis. By that time some of the males can be heard singing 
and the chorus is augmented later by other individuals until 
it becomes the most characteristic and most musical insect 
sound of late sumnier evenings. The sound is made by vibrating 
the raised fore wings in a transverse direction, thus scraping 
a file-like structure located near the base. The song can be 
heard, until the crickets are all killed by heav^/ frosts, in some 
years as late as mid November. 
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A fev; weeks after the early matnrins males hesin 
their song, the females oan ho fotmd ovipositing in the manner 
peculiar to their kind. While the x-)lacement of the eegs dif­
fers for each species the method of drilling the hole in the 
i pla-nt is essentially the same for all. 
The foraale's ovipositor consists of two pairs of 
rods fitted closely together to form a tube tlirou^-h which the 
slender e^gs can ijass. The rods are provided with teeth at 
the tips and the upper pair can slide on the lower by means 
! of a tongue and groove connection. The female usually pre­
pares a place on the bark by chewing out a fev/ bits. Then she 
i arches the baclc and brings the tip of the ovipositor perpen­
dicularly against the place selected. The drilling is accom­
plished by tv^isting the body so as to rotate the ovipositor 
; in alternating directions and at the same tirae the lower pair 
of rods are periodically thrust downv;ard so that their sharp 
points cut in. The upper rods have small teeth at the tip 
v^hich ream out the sides of the hole. The completed hole slants 
j backvTard from the body of the cricket. While the ovipositor is 
t 
I still buried for nearly its full length in the plant an egg is 
* 
I pushed tlirou^ and the ovipositor is then slor/ly withdrawn, 
I leaving a small amount of gelatinous substance in the hole with 
< 
I the eggo 
I The food of tree crickets consists of both plant and 
animal matter, and their individual diet depends largely on ti:© 
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3cind of food iivaiiable. Besides their habit of chewing holes 
irx fruit as previously described, they are laid\vn to feed to 
some extent on leaves, floral parts, especially the anthers 
I and f-on^jus fruiting bodies. Tree criclcets roadily feed on 
small, easily capt-ared insects such as aphids and scale in­
sects, and no doubt are of some benefit in reducing the numbers 
of such pests» 
hoi7 to Recognize Oregon Species of Tree Crickets. 
Tree crickets can be superficially distinguished 
from most other insects by their pale whitish color, the long 
slender antennae exoeediaag the body, and the elongated hind 
legs adapted xor juiapinge The iaal6s are peculiar in having the 
fore wings broadly expanded and paddle-shaped. They lie hori^ 
zontaliy over the abdomen, the right one superimposed on the 
left. 
The outer border of each v/ing is abruptly bent 
toward the body concealing the sides of the abdomen. The second 
pair of wings are folded fanlike under the fore vjings. The fe­
males present an entirely different appearance for the front 
?7ings are narrov; and vfl?apped closely about the body. The tiD 
of the abdomen is provided with a rod-shaped ovipositor about 
a quarter of an inch long. 
The crickets may be distinguished from all related 
jumping insects by the horisontally disposed wings of tiie male 
and the rod-shaped, rather than sword-shaped, ovipositor of 
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tlie females. Since the only other species of true crickots 
occurring in Oregon are dark colored, ground inhabiting in­
sects they are not likely to be confused v?ith the tree crick­
ets. 
In Oregon there are three species of tree crick­
ets, one which is divided into two physiological varieties 
as indicated by their habits and host plants. The following 
key will enable one to separate the species readily.in any 
stage of the life history, 
A. Adult, nearly pure white, with a slight greenish cast. 
Two basal segraoits of the antennae each with single 
round black spot in front. Greenish white with 
a few black dots and lines on the head and thorax. 
1, Living in trees. 
'Eggs deposited singly in the bark. Song, 160 notes 
per minute at temperature of 70®F. niveus A, 
2» Living in bushes 
Eggs deposited in' long rows in the pith stems of 
shrubs such as wild rose and berries (Rubus). Song, 
90 notes per minute at temperature of 70°Fo 
B, Adult. Very pale, dull greenish yellow. 
In di'ied specimens a soiled white. Basal segment orna­
mented in front with a black line and spot which are 
often connected, Hymph. Pale greenish yellovtf, faintly 
suffused with gray on the dorsal area full length of the 
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body, Hggs deposited in rov;s in tlie steins of pithy 
weeds. 0., nigrioornis argentinus 
Mlii* Color variable, from pale dead grass color to 
light brom; in pale specimens, top of head and first 
two antennal segments tinged with red, or reddish bro\vn, 
basal antennal segment -unornamented or with a single 
dark line along the inner edge of the front side. 
ir^/mph. Pale yellowish ground color with a light pm-plish 
rod dorsal band in the early stages, brown band in later 
stages. 3ggs deposited in the pith core of woody sterns, 
in two on opposite sides of the pnncture groups. 
0^, calif or nicus 
The Snovrj Tree Cricket, 
Oecanthus niveus De Geer. 
The snowy tree cricket is the only Oregon species 
which has so far proved destructive. It is generally distri­
buted over the United States and adjacent parts of Canada and 
has been recorded also from Cuba, Mexico and Guatemal ^ o ii 3 
indicated in the key there are in this state two physiological 
varieties or two races which are alike in form and color but 
differ in their habits and place of abode. By a series of ex­
periments, reported elsewhere, in which each race ^ ras confined 
on the normal host plants of the other, it was shorn that the 
habits remain fixed regardless of surroundings. The females 
exhibit extreme reluctance in ovipositing except when on their 
normal host plants. 
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Tlie two forcis are ra.rely found on the same plants 
for one is entirely tree iniiahiting while the other lives among 
bushes. The habits of the former which I have designated for 
convenience as race "A" differs only slightly from those of the 
same species in the eastern and central states, but in Oregon 
it is more strictly arboreal. The other Oregon form, desig­
nated as race "B" is quite distinct. It lives in wild rose 
thickets, wild brambles or cultivated berries (Rubus). Only one 
race of the snovTy tree cricicet has been found in the eastern 
states. There the species inhabits both trees and bushes but 
all of them have similar habits. 
Race "A" 
This form of the snovay tree criCicet is the one 
which is found in orchards and which has in some places proved 
so destructive to prunes and peaches by eating holes in the 
fruit. In western Oregon, this form is also quite common on 
the Oregon ash and Gary oalc and can be found on other deciduous 
trees. It is usually more abimdant among the higher branches 
and can be heard singing in the tops of quite largo trees. 
Occasionally it will be found in high bushes, which are near 
trees. 
Oviposition. 
The eggs of race "A", are placed singly in the baric 
of trees in which the crickets live. The eggs are about 3 mil­
limeters or one-eight inch long and three-fourths of a nilli-
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meter wide. [Dliejr are slightly curved, pale yellowish in color 
and at the end nearest the "bark sm'face have a whitish cap, 
where the siirface is covered with minute finger-like projections. 
The eggs are imbedded in the cambium layer, but where this is 
: thin a shallow groove may be gouged out of the sap?;aod. The 
deeper portion of the egg lies nearly parallel to the wood while 
: the cap end curves slightly toward the outer surface, 
! The eggs are mostly deposited on branches from one 
to three inches in diameter. On the smaller branches, rough-
I ened areas arotind side twigs are favorite places. The females 
show a tendency to oviposit on the lower side of branches and 
on vertical or sloping branches they us-ually work head downward 
so that most of the eggs have the inner end directed upward. 
This is at variance with the habits of the species in llew York 
where it was observed that the females preferred to work head 
uppermost on the upper surface of the branch. 
Most.of tlic egg punctures are plugged v;ith pellets 
of excrement. The female places this on the bark just before 
depositing the egg, and after withdrawing the ovipositor she 
forces the pellet into the puncture with her mouth. In some 
eases she plugs the hole vjith particles of chev/ed bark. 
j Song. 
} 
I The song of the males in late sunimer is a very char-
\ acteristic sound and once recognized cannot be mistaken for the 
' 
song of any other insect. In localities where this tree cricket 
has become a pest the song could serve as an indicator, of the 
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exteiit and severity of infestation. It may "be described as 
a rhythmical scries of short, whistling notes indefinitely 
repeated. It is one of the clearest aiid most musical of all 
insect sor^gs and is peculiar in that the notes of all individual 
singers in the same tree are sounded simultaneously or synciiro-
nized. Especially on Y;arm evenings a whole orchard will seem 
to tliroh with the multitude of notes lilce a great orchestra 
under the direction of a leader. 
The song of race "A" differs from that of the busli 
inliabiting form in the frequency of notes. In both races the 
speed varies with the temperature, being faster on v/arm nights, 
"but there is always maintained a distinct difference in rate 
bet?/een the tv/o races. At a temperature of 70°Fo race "A" has 
a frequency of 160 notes per minute while race "B" has only 90 
notes per minute. At 82°F. a record was talcen of S30 notes per 
minute for race "A", v/hile the slowest rate observed for this 
race -pjas 56 notes at 48°P, 
Eace "B" 
This race of the snowy tree criclret is the one which 
is found so common in plantings of loganberry, rasTJberry, and 
blaclcberry. Among the wild vegetation it occurs most abundantly 
in the wild rose and ?;ild blaclcberry thiclcets, . It is also 
found more or less commonly in all shrubby growths including the 
scrubby young oaks, and among the great areas of brake ferns 
and associated plants in old burns. 
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Race "B" is widely separated in its song and 
egg laying habits from other members of the .species generally 
distributed over the United States. The geographical limits 
of the race are not well Idiom for observations on the liv­
ing insects are necessary to determine this. The OTiter has 
observed it only in V/estern Oregon where it is most common in 
the valleys but also occtirs in burned areas of the Coast Range 
and foot hills of the Cascades. The race undoubtedly occurs in 
IVestern V/ashington and possibly in British Corombia, There is 
reason to believe that it may occur in Eastern Oregon and V/ash-
ington at least in the Columbia Valley for eggs found by the 
vo'iter at Walla Walla, V/ashington, appeared to belong to this 
variety. It probably also occurs in California,* 
Oviposition. 
The local distribution of tree crickets seems to 
depend quite largely on the type of plant material v7hich each 
species selects for the deposition of eggs. In the case of 
race "B" of the snov^y tree cricket there is an instinctive de-
•^^0. Essig. Injurious and Beneficial Insects o±'T'aliforni"a, 
p» Slo Under the name Oecanthus californicus an account is 
given of oviposition habits which correspond to those of race 
"B", while the excellent photograph (Fig, 27) accompanying the 
article appears to be Do niveus and is certainlv not 0. cal-
ifornicus. "" 
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mand for woody plant steins v^ith a \';ide central pitli, Ciilti-
vated berry canes seems to be ideal for its requirements.. Wild 
plants cf the genus Rubus and some of the common species of wild 
rose are also used. The females usually select stems from 6 to 
10 millimeters thidc. The eggs are deposited in a series.of 
punctures along one side of the canOo They are imbedded in a 
slanting direction across the pith. The number in each row 
varies from tv;o or three to forty or more, but rows of about ten 
to tT;enty are most commone The punctures are placed close to­
gether, about one to each millimeter but occasionally they are 
more scattered. On horizontal or sloping stems the females most 
often worlc on the underside. 
The eggs slant across the pith at about a forty-five 
degree angle. On more or less vertical stems they are usually 
directed dovmvjard from the point of entrance showing that the 
females prefer to work head uppermost. After depositing- each 
egg the female plugs the hole with a little vrad of chev/ed bari: 
\7hieh she removes from a point just above the puncture. The 
cavity so formed series as a starting point for the next drill­
ing operation. 
Song, 
The song of the raale, is lilce that of race "A" in 
being rhytlimical and of a clear musical quality. It seems to 
be even more mellow in tone and slightly lower in pitch. The 
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greatest differenoe is in the frequency of notes. When one 
hears "both songs at once the divergence is striking, The 
I chorus of race "B" issues from the berry bushes in slow som-
I nolent measures in contrast to the feverish throb of their kin 
I in the nearby orchard. 
! On cool nights the frequency is slow and the pitch 
is lower. The slowest rate observed ivas 25 notes per minute 
at 47°?. The fastest rate observed v;as ISS notes at 84?-^ 
At 70° which is an average evening temperature the rate is 90. 
The Prairie Tree Cricket. 
Oecanthus nigricornis argentinus Saussure 
The name Prairie Tree Cricket was selected for this 
species because it lives in the treeless areas. It is most 
abundant where certain herbaceous perrenials are dominant. In 
-
Oregon the preferred host plant seems to be the gum plant 
oegriiolia D. C. but it is also found on many others 
ii-1 though this tree criclcet is probably only a geo­
graphic race of the species v/hich is commonest on berry plant-
in^jS in the northeastern states, it is here seldom found in 
such, situations, and has not yet proved to be injurious to 
any cultivated plants. 
The geographical limits, of this race are not def-
i 
i known.^ It is characterized by heavy black antennal 
\ '"The l-'our-spotted tree cricket, Oecanthus nigfrcorni's cuadri^ 
1 Reut. nas been found by VJakeland to he cnrnrnnn ri.'PQT^ini^ 
Boise J laaho. It may also occur in southeastern Oregon. The 
race is characterised by the j)ale body color and extreme reduc­
tion in^the ctntennal markings. The vjriter is making a further 
study of the relationship of the three races of the 0. ni-'-'ri-
cornis group, — — 
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markings in combination with pale body color. Typical 
n. nigricornis hs-s some parts of the body infuscated 
in eluding the abdominal sternites which are us-aally q-aite 
black. Material referable to _0. n, argentinus can Ije found 
at least as far east as ITorth Dakota and Kansas and as far 
south as Arizona, 
Oviposition. 
e 
The degree of abimdance of tliis species in any 
locality seems to depend in part on the prevalence of the 
coarse perennials \7hich serve as depositories for the eggss 
The stem must have a central pith and the dead stalks must 
be dtirable enough to harbor the eggs "until the following 
summer. For some reason, the more woody plants such as 
berries and wild rose are not desirs^ble but in the absence of 
more suitable material, they are sometimes used, especially 
the smaller stems. 
The eggs are deposited in the pith in rows usually 
about one egg to each millimeter as in the case of _0. niveus 
B. The method of oviposition is almost identical with that 
form except in the sise of stems selected. I?ven if oviposit­
ing on the same kind of plants i.e. loganberry or wild rose, 
this species selects stems less than five millimeters in thick­
ness and often works in terminal gro\7ths not more than one and 
one-half millimeters thick. In such small stems, the egg prac­
tically fills the pith cavity and of necessity the punctupes 
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must l)e more scattered, at least the lengtia of the e-g apart, 
I The small branches of Grindella, its favorite host plant in 
; \Testern Oregon, are used for oviposition as often as the larger 
I and parts over six Eiillimeters are seldom selected, 
i Song 
As might be expected from the narrow front vjings of 
the males of this species, the sound is lacking in volume as 
compared to the other native tree-criciiets. The song is in-
i definitely prolonged rather tlmn intermittent as in case of the 
i snowy tree cricket. The quality as compared to the latter 
I species is somewhat tinny and in late fall some individuals 
develop.a decidedly rasping undertone. 
This species sings by daylight as well as at night. 
In old weedy fields the combined whistling of many males 
produces a diffused resonance which seems to permeate space 
and come from nowhere in particular. Although quite loud, it 
is so continuous, unvaried and monotonous, that it can be 
likened to the ringing in ones ears after taking quinine. It 
goes on unnoticed by many people. 
I The Y/estern Tree Cricket 
1 Oecanthus californicus Saussure 
i 
I This western species is common in brushy thickets 
i . ' 
I in both v/estern and eastern Oregon. Specimens have been taken 
in AshlQ-nd, Gold Hill, ISugene, Corvallis, Hood River and La 
Grande. It seems to be quite generally distributed over the 
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wostern states from the eastern border of the Roeky Mounti-.ins 
to the coast. In the southern states its range extends far­
ther eastward into Texas and possibly beyond.- A female speoi-
men in the Rational liuse-um collection labeled Hot Springs, 
Arkansas seeias to belong to this species. 
The choice of host plants must differ considerably 
over such a varied range as occupied by the western tree cricl<-
et, but everywhere that the va-iter has observed the species, 
it loves a dense thicket. In the V/illanette Yalley it is com­
mon about the scrubby young oaks i7ith their attendant minia-
ture jungles of poison oak, wild rose and other plants. In 
the Rogue River Valley it is comnonest on a blue flowered 
shrub,- Ceanothus integerrlmus. Hear La Grande the egg punc­
tures were found in wild rose thickets in moimtain side gnillies. 
In northern Arizona the species iras fowid in the lower branches 
of small pines and junipers, and occasionally in scrub oaks 
and other low plants under the trees. 
I have examined specimens loaned by Claude .V/akeland, 
which he collected from chokecherry, v;illow and a number of 
other wild shrubs and weeds, at Banks, Idaho, in the mountains 
at an elevation of about a thousand feet higher than Boise, 
Oviposition. 
A search for the egg punctures of this species in 
the scrub oak thickets about Corvallis failed to reveal any­
thing until attention was given to a very small species of rose 
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with small thorns, Rosa g^/innoearT?a iTutt. This plant vjcis 
usually found around tho borders of the thickets and among 
weeds. 
The scaliest of these rose plants, some of them not 
oyer a foot high, were the ones most often found v/ith ep-g 
punctures, and shoots of the current years growth are nore 
often selected for oviposition than more woody stems. Stems 
used are seldom over five millimeters (one-fifth inch) thiclc, 
and sometimes are as small as one and one-half millimeters. 
The eggs are deposited in the pith in two groups, 
one above and one below the puncture. The same exit hole 
serves for all. The eggs lie nearly parallel to the plant 
stem. The number in each group varies from one to tiiree and 
is usually the same in the two groups or differs by one e£-g. 
Usually there are several punctures in the same stem, some­
times as many as eight, the distance apart varying from seven 
to twenty millimeters. The punctures are surrounded by a small 
o.re& from which the bark has been removed and sometimes the 
Aole is closed with a plug of chewed bark. 
Hear Ashland, Oregon the eggs of this species v/ere 
found most common in Geanothus integerriraus. a shrub common 
in southern Oregon, but not in the imiamette Yalley. Most 
of the eggs were concentrated on one or two branches, usually 
low overhanging ones, five to seven millimeters thick. These 
-vvould have a. series of several punctures an inch or less apart 
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c-ions the under side^ One branch had twenty-eight, 'Ihe 
pith core in this plant is rather narrov; but the number of 
eggs in a cluster averaged more tlBn in the rose. Some-
four or five v/ould be crowded into a space one and one-half 
millimeters in diameter. 
Song 
The sons of the western tree cricket is loudest of 
all the Oregon species. It resenibles that of 0. argentinus 
in being a continuous vjhistle. The pitch was determined one 
evening as E flat above middle G with the temperature at 6S°F. 
The song has a clear bell-lilce quality and can be heard for 
a considerable distance. In places where the crickets were 
widely separated, I have been able to distinguish the song 
of a single individual from other sounds of the night, for a 
distance of a hundred yards. 
The song of this species \xsually begins a little 
while after sunset and continues on after darlc. A favorite 
place of the males for singing is on the underside of an oak 
leax with the head sticking up above the edge betv/een two of 
the lobes. 
Description of Oecanthus californicus. 
Since no English description of Oecanthus californ-
icuB Saussure lias been published it seems desirable to include 
it here. The identification of this species is based on Sau­
ssure' s original description in French which agrees closely 
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witli the specimens at liand except that no mention is made of 
the color which in most speciaens is quite different from that 
of niYeus with which it is comparedo Hov/ever, pale specimens 
occm' and it is possible that the type specimens viqtb of that 
sort. Ivo coixiparisons have been made with the tj-pe, V7hich I am 
informed by Eorgan Hebard is probably in the lJusee de 
Geneve, Geneva, Switserlajid. The species is quite common in 
California which is the locality given for the type. 
i probable then Oecanthus marcosensis Balcer is most likely a 
synonym for its description corresponds in most respects to 
dark specimens of tJio species. The relative lengths of anten-
I nal segments are too variable to be used as specific charact-
I ers. 2he dark brown lines on the front of the first two an-
I tennal segment may be very distinct, faint, or entirely absent 
in specimens from the same field. 
k translation of Saussure's original description is 
as follows: 
"Similar to _0. niveus but siiorter; with no tubercle 
1 
I or black line on under side of base of antenna; head and pro-
notume aliorter; elytra broader, tip more obtuse; wings sub-
abortive." 
If this identification is correct as seems very 
Length of body (male) 
Length of elytra 
12 mm. 
11.5 mm. 
6b2 ram. 
E^5 mm. 
2.3 ram. 
S. mm. 
Width of dorsal field 
Length of pronotum 
Width of pronotum 
Length of hind femur 
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"IKile. This species is moro thick set than 0. 
I nive-as. The pronotim is short and cuite broad; the latero-
posterior ang-les are broadly rounded, not soiiare as in the 
I species cited, and the posterior border is distinctly bi-
I sinuate. The elytra are broader and more obtuse at the end 
I than in niveus, which renders the mirror a little broader 
I than long and more obtuse, its posterior end forming a seni-
I circle and not a semi-elipse as in _0. niveus. and the anterior 
I angle being distinctly obtuse. There are only S oblique veins 
; the marginal field presents at the base the costal veins less 
i oblique than in the species cited. Finally the \vines are noti 
: ably atrophied, for they do not exceed the end of the abdomen, 
and in repose, only reach to the middle of the mirror of the 
! elytra. Habitat; California." 
I Saussure's description and the illustration in this 
i bulletin are s-afficient for the identification of ty-oical 
specimens. Over the entire range of the insect there is some 
variation in the relative width of the male tcgmina. in the 
table below is a summary of measurement (in millimeters) 
I showing the extent of variation. As a matter of comparison 
i 
some measurements are given for 0. latipennis in the lower 
I part of the table. These were taken from 14 males from local­
ities as follows; S Yankton, S. D. (smallest), 1 Leland, 
Hiss.; 1 Lakehurst, 17. J.; E Mt. Pleasant, Iov;a; 7 Newark, 
Ohio (largest). The following symbols are used; l=length of 
—Zd" 
pronotiun; \v=\virlth of posterior border of pronotuni as viGv/cd 
from above; L^length of tegminaj VPgreatcst uidtli of dorsal 
field of tegraina; w/l » width of pronotuni divided by len<gth, 
an index to relative siiape; W/l = width of tesmina divided 
by length; l/W length of tegmina divided by width of pro-
iiotum; (in side column) E « extremes, A = average. 
Looality, 
ITumber and 
Sex of 
Specimens 
Pronotum Tegmina 
r" 
1 
L/vj 
Ovi­
pos­
itor 
Hind 
femur 
1 w w/l 1 W W/L 
Corvallis, 
Oregon, 
15 males 
E 2.1 
2.4 
2.5 
2.8 
1.12 
1.23 
11.5 
13.0 
6.2 
7.0 
.52 
.55 
4.3 7.5 
9.0 
ix 2.26 2.65 1.17 12.0 6.5 .54 4.5 8.26 
Corvallis, 
Oregon, 
17 females 
E 2.0 
2.6 
1.9 
2.4 
.88 
1.10 
8.0 
11.5 
4.1 
4.8 
5.2 
6.0 
7.5 
9.3 
A 2.SI 2.18 o94 '•9.9 4.0 K p 0 • o 8.5 
Eugene,Ore. 
S males 
1 female 
2.2 
2.3 
2.4 
2.4 
2.7 
2.1 
l.OS 
1.17 
.87 
11.7 
11.5 
10.0 
6.4 
•6.2 
.54 
. 55 
4.9 
4.3 
4.0 0 • 
8.2 
0. 
•0.5 
Ashland,Ore. 
3 males 
1 female 
2.2 
2.5 
2.4 
2.2 
2.3 
2.8 
2.6 
2.5 
1.05 
1.12 
1.08 
1.14 
11.5 
15.7 
12.8 
10.0 
5.9 
6.4 
6.5 
.51 
-.50 
.51 
5.0 
4.5 
4.9 
4.0 
8» " 
Ontario,Gal. 
1 female 2.4 2.2 .92 9.0 4.1 8.5 
Banlcs, Idaho. 
5 males 
E 1.9 
2.5 
2.2 
2.7 
1.08 
1. 24 
10.0 
12.0 
5.2 
6.0 
.49 
.55 
4.2 
4.7 
0.2 
A 2.1 2.44 1.15 10.9 5.7 .52 4.5 
Grand Canyor 
Arizona. 
S males. 
2.1 
2.2 
2.3 
2.4 
2.4 
2.6 
1.14 
1.09 
1.13 
11.0 
11.0 
12.0 
5.2 
5.4 
5.6 
.47 
.49 
.47 
4.6 
4.6 
4.6 
7.7 
8.3 
9.0 
DtirangOjGol. 
1 male. 
2 o o 2.5 1.09 12.0 0 o .44 4.S 8.8 
Texas Pass, 
Ariz. 1 male 
2.0 2.1 1.05 10.8 0 • 4 .50 5.1 
Oeeanthus 
latipennis 
14 males 
E 2.3 , 
2.8 
2.3 
2.9 
.92 
1.08 
13.0 
16.0 
6.8 
8,1 
.48 
.53 
5.0 
6.1 
9.0' 
11.0 
A 2.64 2.68 1.01 14.5 7.4 .51 5.4 9.9 
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The follov/ing color descriptions show the o:ctent 
of variation in that respecto Corvi;-llis speciaenso Ground 
color a dead grass color or pinlcish buff (Ridg^vvay") more or 
less obscured by fine stippling of light or dark brovm^ Head 
between eyes and antenme and two basal antennal segments more 
reddish bromo Segments 3 to 8, black to dark brown beyond 
tliat rapidly fading into the ground color» Hind femora narked 
with fairly definite pattern of short dark brov/n dashes, 
sliading to black at distal endo Male tegmina v/ith infuscated 
pattern as follows; (1) mrrovs borders alonj principle veins; 
(S) lines of variable width giving a blotched or patchy appear­
ance paralleling the main veins on both sides but separated 
from the dark borders by a narro\^ clear space; (3) fine streaiis 
following the fine stria in the larger cells; (4) dark patches 
in cells around the border of the dorsal field. In females 
the veins only are pale and all cells enclose dark patches 
giving the teginina a general'dull brown color, snuff brown 
(Ridgway) „ 
Ashland, Oregon. 3 pale specimens have ivory yellow 
(Ridgway) ground color devoid of bro?jn stippling. Head with 
faint red tinge between eyeso Tegmina with a few faint in­
fuscated patches. A foui'th specimen is like Corvallis speci­
mens but paler. 
"^ITame taken from Ridgr/ay^'s Color Standards & E'oinenclature, 
Washington, D. C. 191E. 
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Banlcs, Idaho® Similar to pale Ashland specimens» 
?ort Collins, Coloradoo Also as above except that 
tegmina show no trace of mar Icings o 
Texas Pass, Arizona, As aliove. Blade line along 
inner edge of front face of basal Eintennal segmento 
Grand Canyon, Arizona, and Dnrango, Colorado. E'ost 
of the body heavily stippled with daric brov^n or bister 
(RicLg\¥ay) btiff ground color most evident on lateral margins 
of disk of pronotnin. Head between eyes and basal antennal 
segments with more reddish brov/n. Halo tegmina clo-uded v;ith 
bister in a pattern similar to Corvallis specimens except 
that lines are not broken and patchy. Cells borderii3g the 
dorsal field and those anterior to the strid-ulatory vein all 
infuscated. 
Some specimens from every locality represented in 
the colle,ction shovj at least a trace of brown (or reddish) 
lines on the front side of the first tv;o antennal segments. 
Shis character varies independently of general body color for 
some of the pale specimens show it most distinctly while in 
some of the dark specimens it is entirely lacking. Of 29 
Corvallis specimens, the lines are absent in 14, very faint 
in 8, and distinct on at least the first segment in 7. 
The species is most nearly related to the broad 
winged tree cricket, £, latipennis, Rilejr, which occurs in the 
eastern laalf of the United States but has not been found in 
tlie far west. In botli species the males have very "broaii 
tegmina, the greatest \7idth of the dorsal field averaging a"bout 
half the length. The lateral field in both becomes rather 
siiddenly expanded at the level of the hind coxae so that the 
posterior part is about tvjice as wide as the front portion 
which has a nearly -uniform breadth up to that point. In 
other species of the gemis there is some expansion of the dis­
tal part of the lateral field but the costal margin is rather 
gradtially curved. In both species some males have the veins 
of the tegmina bordered by infuscated lines, very-faintly in 
_0. latipennisa 
lo-tipennis from the eastern states can be dis­
tinguished readily by the piirplish red color on the head be­
tween the eye and antennae.o In states west of the liississippi 
many individuals exhibit this color very faintly,, jO« californ-
icus from Banks, Idciio and ^ort Collins, Colorado are all 
much paler than typical specimens from the Pacific Coast, but 
two speeimens from Ashland, Oregon are as pale as any. 
Jiany of these pale specimens shov; a distinct reddish 
tinge between the eyes and there is little to distinguish them 
from Oo latipennis except the smaller size, stouter pronottim, 
the relative sise of tegmina and pronotum (L/?/) and the pres­
ence at least in some specimens, of the dark line on the basal 
antennal segments. The distal segment of the maxillary palp 
has a hollow on one side in dry specimens which in 0. californ-
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ieus us-ually covers the distal half or threo-fifths of the 
segment, v/hile in latipemiis it is only a third or tv;o-
fifths as long as the sogment. It is possible that the two 
i species may intergirade in the southern states east of the 
Rocky mountainse Considering the brush loving habits of both 
! species, one would not expect to find either of them inhabit­
ing the great plains, except possibly along the large river 
i valleyo 
: Life Stages of _0. californicus. 
I Corvailis, Oregono Sgg - V^hitish in color, semi-
translucent, shining; elongate cylindrical, slightly curved; 
with an opaque white cap at micropyle end, made up of ntmi-
i erous minute projections arranged in regular transverse rows. 
Projections on side of cap above the first few rov;s are ex-
I panded transversely at the tip, measuring ,020 to .024 mm, 
I in length, <,020 tangential diameter at tip and .008 radial 
diameter, 3?roSections merge by gradual stages from this type 
on the side to smaller cylindrical ones at the apex, .010 mm, 
long by o007 mm. in diameter. Measurements of 50 eggs give 
the following dimensions {in millimeters). Length 2.37 to 
I S.05, average 2.73; width .39 to ,52, average .43; cap length 
I 
•19 to .33, average ,25; cap width .33 to ,42, average .37, 
llymph, First Instar. Ground color translucent 
vjhitish with broad dorsal band of dull purplish pink, (Persian 
lilac or light vinaceous lilac of Ridgv=/ay) enclosing a naa:*row-
er stripe of medium gray in which lies a narrow pale mid-dorsal 
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linoo Head vjith, space between antennae entireljr piiik as far 
"bade as a cxirved transverse pale line, in wliicli the pale mid-
dorsal line terminatese Posterior half of inner edge of eye 
bordered by a blade line -which extends bade on occiput, giving 
off a branch on the inner side 5'^st back of the eye. Pinlc 
band on pronottun bo-unded laterally on anterior half by narrow 
gray lines® Gray band dark on both ends of pronotTom and on 
posterior edge of each succeeding segment, where each segment 
bears a pair of•prominent black bristles# Cerci whitish uith 
a patch of gray on inner side near the base, bounded by a 
narrow pink area. Hind femora with faint gray traces of the 
dark dashes which appear later. Antennae pale with faint gray 
annulations at distal ends of segments 6 s-nd 9« Length 
of ne^?ly hatched nyraph 3 mm. anteimae 7.5 mm. 
Second Instar. Gronnd color yellowish "Evhite. PinJ?: 
color very pale on head and pronotm. Gray band fainter and 
more diffused, covered with fine stipples or dots at bases 
of minute bristles. Pale mid-dorsal line more broken; at hind 
border of each abdominal segment it expands into a prominent 
white spot, bounded on each side by a dark gray spot. Pinle 
band on abdomen, deepest on lateral edges, boimded by clear pale 
ivory below which sides are mottled with faint brownish blotches. 
Third Instar. liid-dorsal area darkened by numerous 
small bristle dots only. Head with wide dark area in middle 
of occiput, paralleled on each side by two dark lines, the out-
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er one meeting the inner edge of the eye, Kedian pinJs 
zone very faint except the lateral borders;, which ciirvG 
outwardly on exterior half of segments and inwardly on pos­
terior half. Otherv?ise as in second instar, 
Fourth Instara Characterized by further reduction • 
of the pinlc coloration, now confined mainly to a narro^7 line 
bordering a pale yellowish or pinJiish dorsal band on the ab­
domen® The number of small bristle dots has increased in each 
stage and have talcen on a brown color so that the I'lhole insect 
has a distinct brormish tone. Dots largest and most nuneroxis 
bordering the pale raid-dorsal line. Hind border of each ab­
dominal segment vdth a vrhite median spot, v/ith black spots on 
each side; much larger on the first segment. Antennae pale 
brown near base, in some with dark line on first segment. 
V/ing pads folded up on the sides reaching to second abdominal 
segment; marked with brovm streaks. Dashes on hind femora 
dark brown-
Fifth Instar. Ground color ivory yellow, stippled 
with broivn dots, more or less over entire body, but most nxim-
erous along the mid-dorsal area. 
AGlaiov/leQ.gmGiitSo The writer is indebted to Claude V/ake-
land of the Idaho Experiment Station and A. IT. Caudell of 
the u. S. national Huseum for the loan of specimens used in 
obtaining data for this b-alletin. 
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Sxiramary. 
Prtaie, apple, peach, loganberry, raspberry, black­
berry and grape are sabject to tree ericicet injury at times. 
1 The inj-ury is due to (1) the habit of feeding on fruits, and 
(E) the egg l&ying in stems and baric. Egg punctures are 
sometimes associated with barl:: diseases, 
i Control is easily accomplished by moans of a spray 
! of lead arsenate in late June or early July while the crick-
; ets are small. On berries they may be controlled by a scatter-
; ing application of sxveetened arsenical spray. 
I The eggs of tree crickets remain in the host plants 
over winter and hatch usis-lly in June. The crickets mature 
about the first of August and live until heavy frosts kill 
i thenia 
i Tliree species occur in Oregon. One of these exists 
as two distinct raoes identical in appearance but differing 
I in habits; one race lives in orchards, the other on berry 
I bushes. A second species lives among tall herbaceous plants 
I and a third on wild shrubs. 
Geographical Variation in the ni£?:'icornis 
Group of Oecanthus (Orthoptera) 
Bo B. Ftilton 
There has. been sorae disagreeraent among taxonomists \7ork-
ing with the Orthoptera, as to whether the dark marjced tree crick­
et described bjr F. v.'allcer as Oecanthus nigricornis is really a 
distinct species from the pale one described later by Beuten-
rauller as _0. quadripunctatus. The two insects are very similar 
norphologically, biit differ in color characters and arc usually 
separated by differences in the markings on the two proximal 
antennal segments. Caudell, Hoiighton, (l) S. K. V/alker (E) 
and Blatcliley ['6) have maintained tha.t they are only varieties, 
that numerous intergrades occiir, and that it is impossible to 
definitely separate the tv/o. 
In working v/ith these insects in Ilew York state, ?. J. 
Parrott (4) and the vvriter became convinced that they were two 
distinct species, . V/e found a difference in the choice of host 
plants for oviposition which v;as associated with the ecological 
distribution of the two species, _0. nigricornis was found in 
berry plantings and on tall rani: weeds or brushy growths of more 
woody plants such as willow, elder, sumac and grape, _0, quadripunc-
tatus was found only in old fields, especially where the wild car-
rot, (Daucus carota) was abuiidant. This plant was preferred above 
all others for oviposition but occasionalljr other pithy v/eeds 1 to S 
feet high were used, such as Aster, small species of Solidago, and 
Ambrosia artemis13 folia. 
Those habit dlfforQiicos v.'oro &ssooic,tod v/ith color cliarac-
tars thG most eonstajit of which was the color of the aodoninti-l 
sternites, v?iiieh is difficult to determine In pimiod syocinoi.s due 
to the slirivellns and discoloration of tiio l^ocly on dryin;-:, v'e 
also ro'aiid a constant di.L"forence iii the niorpholovcy olC the qeC^ 
of the tvjo 
nolm <% Ilebard (5), stmlying these insects in the GO"ath-
Giistern states "believod that the t'vso species were distinct. Thoy 
Gtate that in addition to coloration^ _0» nifsricornis nc^y be dis­
tinguished fron the other "by the heavier i^ronot-om, the £:Teatest 
ividth of Ti'hich more closely approximates the lentjth ol' the same 
than in that si)ecies (£. qixadrip'oiictat'as) while the head bet^-^fGon 
the eyes is v/ealcly but distinctly depressed, a condition not at 
all or rarely ivealLly indicated in cnaclrirnnictatns. In the siseci-
mens cxarnijied by the t^riter, few of vJliich v/ere from the south­
eastern states, the depression betvveen the eyes has not proven 
distinct, or constant enough to be of any aid in separating the 
sxDGcies, In specimens from Ohio and lov/a the x^i'onot-an of ni,^Ticor° 
nis averaijCB slightly broader in proportion and also sli^rhtly 
lar^-er in relation to the iTlngQ, byt here a^jain the dirference is 
slif^ht and the maicinraD for cuadriDnriCtatus overlaps the mininrorn 
for nifsricornis, 
•MWILIF «—M—W—W—» 
VJhen the tTritor moved to Ore^^on he fo-ond tree criclcot ecfis 
in berry caiies deposited in a mourner shinilur to 0. nicpi'icornig in 
the east, They proved to be the eggs of a phyaiologicfil variety 
of the snoivy ti'oe cricZ-cetj 0, nivous, an acco\.n-t of V7hich has 
been piiblished, (6). 'i'he former species aid not oociir there, 
nor did (inadripimctatus. but one very similaj' to both was foujid 
abundant in prairie regions -.vhore it closely asBociated i^'ith 
a certain v7ced '.-i/ith sticlcy glanuular hairs, called the plant 
{Grindelia), This insect had oviposition habits more like 0. 
qxiadripunct^it-is. but the mar Icings on the px'oixifcial anteimal segr^ent 
were very heavy taia ventral segments and sides of the abdoo^en v;erc 
02ily slightly dariienea if at all. The species a^Teed with Saus-
s-are's description of ar^^enitings and this Identification r/as 
s-tistained by Caudell w-ho stated that he regarded it as merely a 
variety of ni^yicornxG* 
The problem of the relationship and distribution of tiic 
three species, or subspecies at once s-a^^rceste'l itself, From time 
to tine the T?ritor had opportxiziity to collect series in ^tii'ious 
parts of the country and to o.;cariiirie specimens loaned by other 
collectors. 
The problem resolved itself into, first, im attempt to de-
terjnine the v/estei-n limits of ni/^-icornis and cuadri-nunctatus aisd 
a2id the eastern limits of arfcentinus. and second» to find out if 
there is any blending bet'^een any or all, of the species in (lues-
tion* 
kethodso 
In order to facilitate the tabulation of data, it r;as fomid 
advisable to orieir^ate a series of arbitrary classes based on the 
markings of the proximal anteraial segraentsc At first atterapts 
vjei'G made to classify the matDx'ial in a strai£:ht lino sci'ios 
from li{jht to dark markings luit it soon I'jecame evident timt this 
i7o*ald not work. It r/as fo-ond that dark body color is x'athor 
closely associated witLi certain tjrpoR of antenrial patteriij and 
that those ivitli a heavy pattern diverge in tv?o directions from 
a middle gro-ond, one tor;ard t2rpical nifyicornis with increasing 
"body color and the other tovmrd typical arf-entinus» without 
essential increase in body color. 
After a nimber of chan/jes twelve classes vrero decided on, 
which seeraed to have approxinately ognal value and served well 
enough to show the differences in the tree criCicet population of 
various regions in regai'd to this set of characters. Hecords tjore 
also kept on the degree and extent of dark body color, ivherc this 
r/as possible. She frail integument of the abdomen makes records 
on coloration of that part Tintrnstwortiiy e:ccept in frosh or liquid 
preserved E&terial. 
The tv7elve classes r/ere based mirdy on the roarkings of the 
first antennal scgrrient. ITnmoro-as records shov/ed that the d0f:roe 
of coloration of the second se^^ent 'vms closely correlated in the 
majority of specimens. 2he material was therefore classifiea, on 
the basis of the pattern of the first segment alone except in 
donbtfiQ. cases. The tvielve classes are illustrated in Table TI,. 
arxl are doseribed as follov7s: 
1. ??ith no raarlciiigs. 
S, ifith either the inner or outer elements of the pattern ab­
sent and the other reduced. 
S, Space between the apot and line at least £ times the 
'civoruge v/idth of the linOo 
4e Space 2 tiraes but less than Z times the V7ifi.th of the line. 
5, Space a'oo'ut the v/idth of the line or a little ovoro 
6» Space about -h v^idth of line or a little over. Space of 
fairlj- •QUifoi'm breadth or the narrowest part pro:cinacl. 
Line quite heavy and of nearly tLniform broadtho 
7» Space distirictly loss than •> the 7?idth of lino, and r^roiv-
est pro3cioad or spot and line barely conti{jaous iGavirig a 
notch distad. Line very heavy imd of nearly "uniforn breadth 
or narrower clistado Little or no inftiscation of the reeainder 
of the segment. 
0, Spot and line distinctly confluent; line very heavy» Little 
or no inf-Qscation of tlie remainder of segment, 
6*. Space about -u- average ?;idth of line or a little over, rsLirron" 
est part distad. Line not unusually hec:vy and broadest distad. 
Segment often slightly shaded distad and proxiniad of the spot. 
7^ o Space distinctly less than ^  the width of line, narrovseet 
distad, or spot and line barely conti^^ous distad. Henainder 
of segment more or less shaded. 
0'. Spot and line distinctly confluent but usually leaving a notch 
of ground color pro2:ii2ad« Se^juient distinctly infiiscated; 
palest areas bordering the line on both sides. 
9'. Pattern decidedly obscored by a £';eneral darl: infuseation of 
at least the distal U^o-thirds of the segment. 
• 
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In scorin^^ series of specimens on the above plan it is 
impossible to eliminate the persoiml elenont in tiio istcrpreta-
tion of doubtful specimens. It mst be admitted that in series 
containing many atypical formsg no siibsecinent esiaminations ?/oiild 
place all specimens in ooictly the sane classes She 
method serves to Qivo a general idea of the corai)3.e;:ion of a series 
but conclusion must not be dra^ too elosely. 2his vjork ms not 
inuen&ed as a. stufly in evolution or laoredityj but is merely an 
atteiBpt to clear up a tasonomic problem. Better conclusions 
could be drawn fros series vdilah nuabered in thousands, but the 
study has been limited to suoh collections as vi^ere available and 
to limited opportui.dty for travel. ?or several reasons those 
insects ai'o not ideal material for a special study of variation. 
She OTiter is fully aware that there is such a tiling as 
place VciriQ.tion", tliat a species varies soczewhiit in character 
from gjeneration to generation or over longrer periods of time® 
Only a few of these series wore talren at the sane place during 
different yearso There the differences fomid are probably not 
greater than would be obtained by the law of cJiiance if the sec­
ond collection'hafl been made the following day. Field observa­
tions on,these insects covering seven years in i'Te^v York and five 
years in Oregon have, convinced the vTriter that they did not vary 
1 notieoably in the characters used for seporatinc: the SDOoiess 
HosiiXta, 
ThG results o:C scoring all rrsaterial e:<anin6d aro sunmar-
• iaed in two tables. In Caljle I are sliovfn the aotaal n-anbsrs 
of individuals of each class, in lablo II the percent of each 
Glass is mio\m graphically only for the larger ssrios. In incixiy 
of these tile number of indivia.-aals is much too small for drav?-
ijig any qiuintitatiYe conclu-siocs. In several eases nothinc is 
knovjn aljo-at tiie ecological conditions vjhere collections were 
made« In sone series especially those shoe?iri^i' two distinct 
modes the height of each node depends entirely on the anouxit of 
GollGctiiiiS done in each of two Icinds of lial^itats, and not on 
the relatiTe ab-undanoe of the tt?o forms in t-iat pjirtieiilar lo­
cality. 
TABLE I. 
Series Locality Jo a of S 
3lass» 
to upper 
peeimens of each 
Uppes' rows refer 
series 6* to 9'. 
6-6* 
intor-
med-
X^^tG o 
Total 
6' ? »  (j* 
. * 
l S r.- 4 5 G 7 8 
1 Geneva,H.Yo 
various 
dates 
-  - -  -
S 5 
7 1 
— 15 
S Newark, Ohio 
Aiig»26,SeT>^i 
5, 1921 
-  - -
2 11 5 
3 2S 10 
54 
3 Gainesvillo 
and ITQT;"beriy, 
Fin.. -
ITov. 
-  - -
5 10 O Cj 
— 17 
4 Oslcaloosa,la 
Sept.4,1524. 
% — 
-  -
-  -
11 UtitJ 
-
_2_ 
-  -
i_ S7 
5 ditto 
18 
1 7 59 
6 ditto 
6 10 
1 2 O 1 2S 
7 ditto - - -
1 • 
1_ LO 15. _ 6_ S3 
8 ditto 
total of 4,5 
6 and 7 
» 
-
-
S5 67 
2 31 . _7 1 152 
9 Ames, la, 
Aiig.lS, 'E2.. 
-
-  -
1 20 ss 
-
— 
54 
10 Ames, la, 
AI2^,27, *24 
— 
-
2' "21 49 
— 
74 
11 Aaes, la, 
Aug.28,»24 
-
- -
"l" 4" "17 
— 
— , 
•  - - -
22 
IS Ames, Ia« 
Ang.lS/SS 
-  - - -  -
-
"14 
14 
6 
A 2 43 
15 
-
Amos, la, 
Ang.27,»E4 
— -
-
-  -
1" 
14 8_ _2 . 1. S 29 
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Series Locality IJo- of sx)ecimens of oach 
class a Ui^per ro"v7s refer 
to upper series 6* to 9', 
6-6« 
intor-
med­
iate 
Total 
6* 7» 8» 9' 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
14 Ames,la, 
/i.'ag»E6, *24 
- -
— - • — Y 9 " 
6 
i 
A 1 1 hh 
15 Ames, la, 
Atis.SSj '£4 1 1 
5 L7 8 1 S3 
16 Ames,la, 
A'as.24, »24 19 26 
o 4 1 53 
17 Anosmia, 
Aug,lS,»2S 
— 
- - • 
"l 8 
7 
2~ 
_1 _ 19 
18 AmeSjlG, 
Ai^g.SB, *24 8 
A S 15 
19 iiiaes ,.Ia, 
Oct.lO,*24 
4 3 6 25 
1 11 
20 Ames,la« 
tatal of 9 
to 18 
- - -
4 " 68 377 
68 
9 
13. 2.. 12 390 
21 Sious: City, 
la, A-q^, 
16, '26 
- -
-
- - is SO 
A 
"l 
15 
7 
1 
10' 
— 
2 as 
22 Xalce Qliobo^i 
la. A-og, 18, 
*25. 
- -
"i 
— 
2" 
n 0 
1 
6 
1 
A.. — 15 
23 Brooisings, 
S, S, Septo 
18, »SS 
4 10 4 1 29 
1 s 6 1 
24 BrooMn^js, 
S, D, var­
ious dates 1 1 2 
8 
1 
12 1 26 
25 Lak;o Henclrioks, 
^ T1 f- 10 
6 S 14 
*SS 1 1 S 
26 Ar CO,' Minn, 
1911 
5 5 
•"io— 
Series Locality Ho« of specimens of eacjii 
classo tipper rows refer 
to upper series 6' to 9". 
6-6' 
inter-
raed-
iat© 
Total 
6' ? »  QY 9» 
1 2 3 4 6 S 7 8 
S7 Canton, 
S* 3)« 
Ang,SG-28, 
»SS 
3 5 26 
1 3 3 6 1 4 
28 YaniCtoa,s.D. 
Sep.S7»*E3 
1 18 
7 8 2 
29 VoliJXjS,©, 
Aiig,S9, '23 
5 
2 3 1 
SO •Ba£jtGS?n,S»3<. 
total of 2S 
to 29 
"5" 16 26 
15. 
6 
59 
"7" 
_8. 
— 
1 124 
SI Gapa^ S. D. 
Ytirious 
dates 
3 ~1 ' 2' 
2 
2 3 "1 
14 
S2 Pierre, S,3>, 
SeptolO,*21 
S 
1 1 1 
S3 l3artiii,S,D« 
Se3>t..S,'25 
55 
9 so 1 6 9 
24 Aw erne J 
ISanitoba 3 2 9 
8 B S 3 35 
Bioaarclc, 
IT.i). Sept. 
IS, *E1 
A 2 
5 5 7 6 7 5 
86 whitewoods 
S.Do Septo 
9, »E3 
- - -
4 
.1. 
2 " 6 '  2" 
15 
37 Kansas 
SG locali­
ties 
~3~ "2" ~5' 
S 
44 31" 
88 
1 
S8 Galveston,. 
Texo May i 
• 
3 
- -
— 4 
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Series locality Ho, of spQcimons of each 
class. Upper rov^s refer 
to upper series 6' to 9». 
6—G' 
intor-
nied~ 
iate 
Sotal 
6» 7» 0' 9» 
1 O O 4 5 5 7 8 
39 BroTOisvillc^ 
•rcIIC, JliTiG - - - - - - 6 10" 1 - - - - 17 
40 'Fort Collins, 
Colo. Aug.lG, 
- -
~4 15 "r 3S" 25 • 
77 
Al Hosa Verde, 
Gol6» Aiig.l'ij 
»S4. 
- - -
"l 0 ~s" — • - -
11 
42 Montostma Go. 
Colo. 
- -
— 
~g 10 5 - - — 17 
43 Wray, Golo. 1 S 2 5 
44 W illiaras ,,Ari3 
Aug', 14 f *21 a- - - s "5 — — 
8 
45 Ar isom*, other 
localities 
- -
- • 
" S 
- — — -
"5" "1" 
— 
0 
46 Bif^ TimlDex's 
liontn Aiigo 13 
1925 1 S SI 46 o ij-
-
- • - - -
82 
47 BoisQ, Ida, -
1 7 IS "a. i 
-
— 
27 
48 La Grcadej 
Ore. An/jo 16, 
1919 
1 4 9 2 
15 
49 Corvallis,Orc 
A-a^,S4,28,»19 
k-
- - -
— - -
"l~ 21 ~9' 
- -
SI 
50 CorvalliSjOrc 
Sept.6,lS2G 2 26 3 01 
51 Gorvallis,Oro 
Sept. 2, 19BS 
»• _ 
-
— - -
' i 15 ~s" 
— 
19 
«»x2"=» 
Series Locality ITOf. of spGCipaons of eacxi 
classo L'pper rows refer 
to upper series 6' to 9*o 
6-6' 
intsr-
med-
iate 
Total 
s*  7' 8^ 9» 
1 l-j f-» o A c; 6 7 8 
52 Corvallis, 
Ore, Otiier 
speciniGi-is 
- -
S5 6 
SO 
5S Corvallis, 
Oro. total 
of .49 to 62 
4 37 20~" 
111 
54 ModfordjOro. 
Atzg;. S, 19S1 4 2 G 
65 Forest GrovG 
Oro« Oct. 
1906 
» -
2 1 
n 
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Otlier spGCimens Qxamined. fell in the above Glasses as 
f0ll0Y;s: Mineral SpringSj Inclo, 3 in class 4; Kontreatj IL G»j 
1 in class 9»; I'asGagoula, liisso, 2 in class 4j Grant Co» 
Olcla,, 1 in class 7; Tempe, Aria. , a bottle of specimens col~ 
leeted by E. Wilson frora alfalfa vjore oxatainod several years 
a^jo and notes takon at the time show that thoy all had the 
heavy antonnal c^rltinss oiid woi-ld fall in class 7 or 8 a 
Farther data on the series of specimens froni which data 
i7as tai^on; 2, Hewark, Ohio, froa Ambrosia trifida, i^iver bottom 
land, and Daucus carota, upland fields# 5, Gainesville and 
Ifeuberry, Fla., collected by Frod liallser, the Hci/ben'y specimens 
from dog fennel, 4, Oskaloosa, la,, from Anbrosia" ai'temisiifolia 
on side and top of hill pasture, gro'v^ing in cramps,: 5, iVoni 
SolidajTO: cliimps in same T)astiire«. 6, fvQm Polyp^onuin and Bidens 
in a v/Qt gully, same field as last, 7, from tall Solida-g^o and 
Ambrosia trifida along fence- snrroimding: above field# 9, Amesg 
loiva, fgQia A-isferosa artemisiifolia and other small ueeds, river 
terrace past'ore. 10, same place, following year, 11, froa 
A, artemisiifolia. ajiother river terrace lyasircre d miles from 
«KO Miif iiiainwmw i—xwwfc—mnwB—^ 
Uo. 9o IS, froEi Camabis sativa and Vernonia.^ creek bottom land, 
one Quarter mile from IJo» 9., IS, same place following yearo 14, 
from sar-iQ plants S miles dov/n stream from ITo, 1S« 15, :2rom 
Ambrosia trifida and Helianthus along fence half psile from no» 11, 
16, fi'om various I-^inds of weeds on terrace above creek. 17, 18, 
19, S collections from same raspberi'y planting. SI, Sioas: City, 
•*14*' 
la, J maiialy fron Srif^sron oariadensis aril HGliaiitlras tube-
rosu-s, all from scinie fieldo 22, Laliio Olro'bo^i, Ia»9 from var-
iouG weeds in low mGadov; adjacont to 1g]:c.. 2S to 33 and 36» 
loaned "by H. Co. Severiii« 23, 24, 25, Broolcings £: Lajce Rendricic 
S., D», lev? prairie. 27, 28j Canton & Yanlctona S. S., valley 
land with natural troo groivth, S9, Volin, Pruirie# 31, 32, 
CaT>a & PierrOa So. !)•, central part, latter in Kissoiiri Valley, 
former in a branch valley 35 miles southwest, 33, liar tin p S. 
sand hill area vidth sparse vegetatioiit. 34j Awome, Manitoba, 
loaned by B« R, Bucl^ell, collected "by ilo Criddlo, 35, Biai^arck 
Ij« D,^ mainly from Qrindelia, I^issonri river bottom lando 36, 
Villiter/ood, S« D«j in Black Hills, altitude S7Q0; pine, spruoe 
and oak forest region. 37, IJIinsas, fron University of Jiinsas 
collectioiij, a few speciaens each from many localities scattered 
over entire state# 38, SO, collected by Snor/, University of 
Kansas collection, 40, ?o.rt Collins, Colo.., mostly fi^on tall 
ueeds in low ground, those in classes 4 and 5 from sage brushy 
41, 4E, 45, collectod by Go Brake and H. H. lCnight» 44, 
vlilliams, AriSo, from Ctoysothanams.. 45, Arizona, several iso­
lated records» mostly from Uiiiversity of ICansas collection# 
Localities given; S. iiris. {2 in class 4), Bill 17a's Fork (1 
in class 8), Cochise Co., San Rita Mtn^s., Bou^^as, T'ucson, 
Phoeni:-:, 46, Big Timber, Mont», from Crindelia and Eelianthus, 
collected by J. Parker, 47, Bo-isofl Ida,, loaned by Claude 
Vfakeland, 40, La Grande, from weeds in mountain side gully and 
field in valley several lailes norths 49-53, Gorvallis, Ore,, 
-15-
mainly Srom ^ ,!Mol^. 49, prairie near croGko 50, dry 
SiGldB at foot cf iixll» 51, hillside prairie, mostly on Hyperi-
e-om. '5Sg (niscellaneous speciniena, all from prairie. 54, 
Meclford, Ore., from Grinaelia along railroad. 
TABLE II. 
IMTEWIEOIATE 
I I I I IS'lvlB'IP'l MM |6l7' |8l9' i|2|3K|S 6|7l8l ilzlaKislelvIsi 
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Discussion of RosniltGo 
An 0;cEmiiio.tion oi' the toblos shov/s throo generul coiiflitionB 
in regard to the x>op'3latiQns of tiiese species, correspontling 
lar^^sly to tliroe genoro.! regions, the eastern ci-ecidnous i^orcst 
ro£;ion, the /reat i)lains anfi. the noelcy moijntain - Paoiric coast 
region. 
In the eastern part of the conritry cxtonaiiit^- a little v;ost 
of the j:.!i8sissip3;)i, ni,^?rioornis and oiiadri-p-oiictat-as soon to do 
fairly distinct, sufficiently so triat one uo-old bo 
in calliiiG them separate spooies. A few indiYiduols raay bo 
fotmd v/hioh would bo dimeiilt to placc on the basis o'i: antonnca 
narl^inigs alone, but with fresh material or specinena in liouid, 
shoeing cloarly tho body color, espoeially tho abdominal storn-
itos. I beliex'G practically all specinens could bo properly 
identified. In this region the tvm erichots each live in a 
different sot oi onvironmenti:.! eonditlons» 
By loE^ e:cperienee in collecting those insects tho vjriter 
can tell at a glance v.'hich cricket v/ould be found in any par­
ticular plaiit association in this region. 0. ni^':yicornis is 
found ataong the larfjo, coarse, herbaceous plants with pithy stein 
or bi*ushy S2?0"i?ths of more woody plants or young trees of certain 
species. Q'uadripui'ictatus lives only among sr/uiller species of 
pithy stemod herbs, 'fhls well defined ocologicol distribution 
seecis to be basod on the oviposition habits uhich rxiy be tested 
out in cages. If each species is given a choice of a nunbor 
of different kinds of stems for oviposition, nit-^icornls v;ill 
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scXoct Icirgo stenis of ubou'fc 6 1)0 10 iTiiao or GVGII lurgor vjliilG 
fro.ci.sixip'un.ctc!. 15113 \7ill choos© stenis of S-4 nnna, or sGl5.on us 
IcirgG Eis 6 nm« XiT ijivGH onl^'" ono kind oi plci-iiti,' as t-^qtjOQVvj 
Hot GDSLinmlG, ni;'"*ricoriiis V7ill oviposit in tliG nuiii part 0'£ tiio 
cuhg v/IiilG Qiicidriiyaii.ctatii-s will use the tips or Icai potiolGs, 
noitliGr of 'Jlilch vzo-v-ild bo norrno.l for tiiG latter spGcios# 
At Oslcaloosa, lovia, v;here tliG t^^o cricliets aro not as rjidoly 
sGDaratGcl us thoy arc further oast, collGctions v;cro aadc in an 
old past-oro G>:tending over a low hill. The fGnce alonr tiio bot-
tora of tho hill v;as snrroimded by tall w'GGds, such as the i2;iant 
ragweed (Ambrosia trifiQ.a) and a largo species of £;oldon--rod 
{Solidaf;o). In the field, extending over the hill, there uore 
many cl-uinps of somewhat smaller golden-rod and the comraon rag-
need (/imbrosia arteiaisiifolia)« Series 4, colloeted only irom 
the last named plant contained only S specitnGns of nif:ricornis 
out of 37, and series 5 taken only from tho cranps of colden-rod 
contained 8 of the latter species out of 59» Socio of thesG 
plants wore of such' aise that the lov/er stems v/o-ald cone v;ithin 
tho normal siae ran^e for oviposition by nifyicornis« Series 6, 
collected from smartneed (Poly^tonum) and Spc-nish nocclle (BidensJ 
in a i7Gt {TJlly on the side of the hill, containod a consi6.eraolc 
proportion of both forns but none of donbtfia taxonomic position. 
Series 7, taken from tall ueods alon,:; the lower foncG contained 
only one o'o.adrip'unctat'us out of oS® m all the spociniGns ohore 
r;as close corrolation between the type of antennal narlyings and 
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body color® All in classes 7' and G' had blade or very dark 
aMominal stornitos and most of them v:otq shaaed on tiie £5idos 
of the abdomen, and had the typical dark areas on hea.d c-nd pro-
not-ara, as well as dark legs and antennae. Two of the specimens 
in 6' showed only faint color on the abdooenj, the other was 
tyj/ically dark. These resiilts show that at this locality^ whicli 
is near the western limit of originally 03!:tensive dociduo'u.s for­
ests, the tv;o forms are fairly distinct both tasonoraically and 
ecologically. 
Series collected in the territory included in the ^ reat 
X^lains area are more difficiilt to interx)reto This includes ter­
ritory which is largely prairie but v/liicli my have forest in tls 
immediate vicinity of the lart^er streams. Here ive find all ttocc 
forms present, 2i^''q:'icornis, q-gadriptinctatus and arf:cntinus» and 
there are also more atypical specimons which are difficult to 
place. At AcieSj Iowa, rjhich is at about the eastern edge of this 
area, ar(^:entinns does not appear to be present, and the other 
vm approach each otlier more closely and ai'c r-iore often associated 
than at Osfealoosa, 70 miles to the so-atheast. Series 11, shows 
a p'ore population of a.mdriptaiotatus tahon on cornmon rariv/eed 
(Aabrosia artemisiifolia) and vervain (Verbena sp.), all snail 
plants 1-S feet hi^h, grovilng at the top of a river terrace in 
an old pasture. Series 9 and 10 were taken on 2 successive years 
on the side and top of another terrace mch closer to the stream, 
from the same plants as above with the addition of a small c'olden-
->X9~ 
rod. Ill scries 10, oiily ono typioal specinen o.f rJ.j?rioorziis ont 
of a total of 74 ^ 7as foimd and timt at tlio foot of tho terraco. 
Coi^pare tliose with sorles 15 taken from giant ro^^eed (Arabrosia 
trifida) tuid a Hellanthus growing along a fonoe on levol ^p^'omid 
not over half a milo 'baclc fron the terrace Vihare series 11 v/as 
Golloctcd, Hero we have only 2 specimens of q-uadrip-QiaotatTis out 
of S3, Ho such p-uro poptO-ations are foiind in any of tho other 
series talcen around Ames, ineludijio those from creeli bottom land 
collected lar^oly from hemp (C£iiina"bis sativa) and iron v;oed 
{yernonia), both large pltmts* The nifiyicornis prosont falls 
lar£jely in the pal or class, Shere aro many individuals iahich 
elosoly approach typical arf<entintLS and fall in class 6, and 
many ^ /hich seem to "be intermediato in position between 6 and 6'. 
All of the guadripunctatns in Bories 9, 10 and 11 have 
entirely p&ulo bodies, while all of the nigricornis in series 15 
have darlc venters bu.t tlie typical darl: areas of the head and 
pronotuin are faint or narroWo In the other series there is a 
general correlation betv/een antennal pattern and body coloration 
but there are idb-xij exceptions# Hany in the 6* class show no 
dark color on the venter, some of tho 7* class are only faintly 
colored vi?hile on the other hand many in class 5 and even a fe\7 
in c'Jiiss 4 have a more or less darS: colored venter. Speciacns 
from the bottoe land and berries are also larger on tlie average 
than tho typical q-gadriT)iinstatus from the river terraces. 
At Sioiiz City, lo'A'a, which is at the vjestera edge of the 
state and v^ithin the strictly prairie region all triroo forns c/ere 
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fo'und in "FCIIG iislfl. botli on tc-lX plsui'fcs (HGIICV.II'bii'us) F-ind 
on small weeds (5rijgeron canadensis). Series 21 was collected 
in a field on the side of a small valley which was fringed with 
trees but not extensively wooded. There were some- intermediate 
forms "but on the whole the three forms Vi/ere more distinct than 
vvould Tae expected v/hen finding them so closely associated. As 
can be noted in the percentage graph in Table II, the modes come 
in classes 5, 7' and 8. Class 6 was almost absent while class 
6' and intermediate forms wore few in niimber. There v.-as close 
correlation between antennal pattern and body color. All in 
classes 7' had darl: venters. One rather doubtfully assigned to 
0' had oray a faintly colored venter. One in 6' v/as entirely 
pale while another was faintly shaded. One specimen in 4 had a 
faintly shaded venter. 
At Lake Oicoboji in northwestern Iowa, the tliree forms were 
also found associated in lov? meadow land adjoining the lake. An 
examination of the several series from the eastern part of South 
Dakota shows that ni^ricornis and quadripunctatus predominate in 
that re£jion o.s in Xovi/aj but that ar.gentinus is present as a minor 
element of the population or at least certain individuals siiow 
definite arg:entinus tendencies. Much the same condition is found 
in the series from Aweme, Manitoba. The correlation of body 
color in the last locality was poor like that in the Ames series 
taken from berries. 
In series ?5, collected on the Missouri bottom lands at Bis­
marck, IT. D., we find a fairly uniform distribution of specimens 
j 
I —SI— 
in all classes fron 3 to 8, v/ith a minor elemont in the pop-ula-
I tion showi-ig aistinct ni^>;rieornis charaotcrs» IIoriG or those in 
' 6' have a very pronounced dark boa;/ color and co-alcl not be celled 
i typical Kif^^icornis* A small series from Capa., So Po (HOo 31) 
I shov/s the sarao conCiitioiip anS. series 36 fr-om Vdiitovjoodp S® !)• in 
i the Black lails contains only one specimen similar to the above. 
IHio ICansas series contains only t»'o speciinens of tyx>ioa.l nifff'i-
i corniSB from the northeastei'n part o'f the state near the iamsas 
rivero 
Typi-cal ar/?entinus forms the largest element in the ISinsas 
1 series, taken I'rora all parts of the state, a few speoinens 'rroin 
I  each of S6 localitieso It also predominates in the V / h i t e v J o o a ,  
S, D. and Fort Collins, Colo* series, "both from the r/estern por-
I tion of great plains region. At Fort Collins, tiie specimens. 
in classes 4 and 3  ^ ere taken from sGmi-dessrt x>lants, largely 
I Ctosothaanras ;7hlle the typical ar:s:entinu3 came from a patch of 
of marsh gro-und v^hore the criclcsts vjoro livir^ on tall rarJ-c t;eeds. 
Series 23 from the sajad hills at Martin, S« Do contained 15 
typical ardentirius and 40 specimens of wiiat I take to "be an extreme 
fors of Q-oadripimctatus« T-hese v/ere different from any other 
I 
i series I have seen in haviiis the antennal pattern ejctremely re-
I 
I dueed. Some other series have a few individ-oals with one element 
of the pattern absent "but in the ISrtin series this uas the mode 
and 9 speeiraens had no trace of anterinal pattern^ It is not 
knovm \7hether- the t'so groups were associated "by nature or iiot-
Series 30 from Brovmsville, 2exas, contained miiRj' specinons 
ill which the spot of the anteimal patteiTi rms red-aced relatively 
rndro than the linOo These fell in class 5, "but miiny of them 
iiere not typical of nuadrip-giicta-uiis. S/here -cj-ere relo-tively fcvy 
typical arp^entin-gs aiid aost of the specieens viero sorac3i7liat in­
termediate l)etv7ecn the tv;Oj with many irre^aliirities in fora of 
pattern* 
In cduparins the series from the £:rce.t plaii-^s ares, we fina 
extrens variation in the cociplexion of the tree cricxet poptiLa-
tions even in localities not far I'eDiovecl frora each other. Eost 
of thera sho"^ that the th!?ee forms arc quite close togrethor and 
field notes show tMit in some cases they arc associated in 
nature* v/hile in most aises the 't^'pical forms oiitnumhef the 
intermediate forms, there ai'e enough of the latter to indicate 
hybridisation or hlendirtgo ITifyioomis becomes scarce to\^ard 
the v/est and loses its typical coloration» arfcentinus e:::tends, 
eastv/ard almost if, not entirely to the limits of the true prairie 
region. Quadr j-ptinctatus ranges v^estvjard as an insect of the 
higher and dryer prairie and finally becomes an inimbitant of 
the scnii^dosert. Vflietiier these last are tnie q-aadrimmctatus 
seems 'doubtful on the evidence of the egg cliaracters as bro't^oht 
out later, ' 
In the Rocliiy Koimtain-*racifio raj^ionj, the classes in nir^Si" 
cornis ^ ^roup are entirely absent and classes with light antennal 
Dattorri oirbeiul only thru tho Roclc^/ LTotuitiiiiis, as indicc.toa oj 
available collectioiis. ITo series of any sise i'ron this resion 
shows a biraodal craping of the pop'olation but 0,11 fall Into 
a fairly noi-mal oijrvos. In speoimons from so-athv^Gstorn Colo-
raO-O JiiKi V/illitiU'is, Arisonc., und 2 spGOiiaons in the j\.diis^.s 'Ji^iV"* 
©rsity collection labelled S. Arizona, there is a pGev.liar re­
duction ox the spot of the anterjaal pattern and frenuently it 
is divided, leaving a small portion isolated on tho extreme dis­
tal part of the first segment on the outer edge. In nany of 
these sr^eciTnens the line is as heavy as in t5rT)icai arr,entiiiag» 
The fev/ specimens examined from various other parts of Arizona 
(40) svere raainly typical art^entinus* I also nave :iotes ta^.on 
before the present study \tcls started, on a scries of apeciraeno 
collected by H. K. ^ ^ilson on alfalfa at Semite, Arizona. These 
i7Gro tyoical ar;r'ontinus as shovv'n by slzetches made at the time. 
The abdomen v;as marhed by lightly infuscatcd lines cictcndinc 
across all of tlie o.bdo:ninal sternites on each side and by ro'js 
of lij^ihtly infuscated patches in a dorso-lateral position. 
ihese speciiTiens must have been almost idonticcil to aver£i;^'c spec 
mens froni v/estern Ore^von, "vvhere the sacie bociy niarlvin^jis are x>ros 
ent. 
Series 47 frora Boise, Idaho, appears to be typical (iuad-
ri'ounctatus• These were collected by »/ajcelarid arnonj^; v/eods c.lon 
will • * 
irrigation ditches and the collector states that they sometimes 
ovi'^^osit in the twi^js oi prune trees, a haDit \JhiCii. lemincis us 
Qx ni^rricoi'nis in the eastern states* 
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Series 46, Dig Timber, eolloctod from Grincl-Olia 
^tGlianthus, falls maiiily in 'tiiG c-giidrIp-unctatus f^To-aps "otit 
shows decided tendeneien tov;ard arf.;ontln"as» IJuny spccinenG 
IiavG tho li^^htly ir.i\iooated stripes on the venter, and Daiiy 
}ia\'-e the rodiicod spot coKraon in t]:e southv.'osterr- states. ?hc 
first nasGd host plant is tlie favorite or t;r;>ical arpcntinus 
in w'ostorn Oreron. All series from ^vestorii Or-o^'on {49 to UD) 
shov; remari^alilG nni-rornity, v;itli noarljj- all spocirnonG railing 
in classes 7 and 8., Series 4C, fron La Grai^de in eastern 
0r0t.:0n has the same node b-vj.t a larger proportion of specinens 
SiiOvV a ligliter anteniml pattern. 
Characters. 
In studying the tree crickets in I'ev/ York state it VJC.3 
found that the eggs of cuadriT)nnctatus could be distinfrolshed 
from those of nifcricornis by the structure of the cap at the 
cephalic end. The cap is a v/hite coveriis^;' delicately moulded 
into numerous minute ridges and projections v.'hich arc arran£i:ed 
in spire-l rov/s in two directions similar to tho scales pf a 
pine cone. The lu-ojeotions gradually increase in leni]::th i'l'on 
the base of the cap reaching a rrja:-:irrrara near tho apex i.nd decreas 
again at tho inmediate apex. Subsequent descriptions of pro­
jections aprjly to those of niazrinum length unless otherr;iso 
stated. _0. nigricornis eggs were found to be broadly rounded 
and considerably broader than long, and the projections v/ere 
short. In Quadrimtnctatus eggs the eii.p tended tov.'ard a conical 
i 
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shupo aM avora.'''ed only a little brouilGr than long, t/h5.1c the 
! -projections \.vere fiiif-cr-shaped and about tv/ico as loi::^ as in the 
« 
other species# 
Coraparing the ogf-'S i'rom a nimibor of looalitios v;o find 
that they Oaffor more or leas in character in ciicii place,. At 
I ITowark, Ohio, the oqqs of both spocies agree closely v/ith the 
desoriptions and drav/ings made of eg^'S of the sane species at 
Genovc., U. Y-, the only difference noted was tiiat the e£;fcs of 
auadri-ironctatus li-om Ohio shoived a more Dronounced conical shape 
• irtiiii i • ••ml ii imiiinii'iw " 
I of the cap and in the majority of them the length of the cap 
I was greater than the diameter« Altho there is tlic same rolativo 
; difference in len^jth of cap projections in the 2 species, they 
are longer for both spocies in the Ohio e^-gs. This difference 
my possibly be acoomited for by an improveraont in the method 
of meas'ui'ing them. 
2ho proamotions of the Ohio niryicornis qqss are expanded 
j a little near the tip forming a roimdod loiob, and are sli.^htly 
I j flattened so that the diameter tneasnred on a transverse tan^erit 
1 with the BQc sxirface is a little greater than the radial diani-
j etcr. k fey; of the projections, especially totvard the base of 
the cap, have a slif^t shoulder or buttress on the side to'^ard 
the base, but this is not the rxile. In the eggs of cuadri-oiinc-
tatus the projections are also laiobbed and slightly flattened 
at the tip, ejid usually slightly curved near the tip. I'any of 
** 
them, possibly half, have a more or loss abrupt sho-older of 
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variable height. In some cases this forms a ridre or riti eztond-
ijig to the tip. 
Eggs colleetea at Ames, lovjci, on trie sites where series 11 
and 16 wore collected shov/ even greater differcnoGs hetv?oen the 
: ti7o forms. The ni,^icorM8 e^gs are ver^'- similsu? to those Trom 
Ohio, "but the Q.iiadripTinctatus et-gs eixiiibit a longer and more 
conical shaped cap v7hile the projections are long-er, more slondor, 
: less cltLlilied and most of than are provided with a slioiilder or 
buttress.. 
i collected in wild raspberry canos tit St. P'-itilj ;arin. 
and some fron Brooliings, S. D., in raspberry {B.5 isrie diameter), 
: and a pithy v/eed stem (7. mm. diameter), are very siailar to the 
nii'^icornig egG's fonnd elsewhere. 
Kggs collected at -BoseirJin, llont., resembled those from 
• Bismarclc but with a more pronounced t^id more constant development 
of the shoiilder on the projections. At the time those eggs v/ere 
collected no criol:ets could be found, but one would not expect 
them to differ ^jreatly from the Big Timber series (IJo. 45). 
Sggs from Corvallis, Oregon have a short roujaded cap, b-at 
I the projections are quite long; and resemble those of quaclri-ounc-
I " . 
I tatus. i^ny of them have a shoulder but probably rioQt of the 
I ^ 
I longer ones do no u. 
I In order to obtain still more information on the egg chj^j^ac-
I ters, the dissected eggs from specimens in liquid and also 
some pinned ones. In most of the series the fersales did not 
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contain any well developed qqqs if collected "beforo September. 
Oskaloosa, Iowa, specimens showed the sane type of eggs for nigri-
cornis and giiadripiinctat'as as found at Ames. From series si, 
Sioirc City, all from the sane field, eggs wore obtained from 
the following specimens of series SI, Sioiix City: 1 from class 
3, 4- from class 4, 5 from class 5, 2 from class 7, 4 from class 
8, 1 from class 6*. Unfortunately all female specimens in classes 
7' and 8' were young and contained no eggSo All eggs from speci­
mens in classes S, 4 and 5 had the long conical cap with the long 
jjrooections as at Amos. All other eggs had a short rounded cap. 
The projections on eggs from classes 7 and 8 were slender, of 
medium length, many of them with a slight shoulder, and showed 
points of resemblance both to Corvallis, Oregon, eggs and to eggs 
from Boaeman., Montana, and Bismarck, ITorth Dakota. Curiously 
enough, eggs from the one specimen of class 6' had the short stout 
projections typical of nigricornis from Ohio. 
Dissected eggs from crickets collected on raspberry at Ames, 
all had the short rounded cap with short projections. A speci­
men of class 5 from the creel: bottom land, series 12, also had 
eggs of this type. Host of the Ames specimens were collected be­
fore eggs v;ere developed. 
One specimen of uuadripunctatus from Kev/berry, "Fla., contained 
four well developed eggs. The cap v.'as not excessively long and 
conical as in Iowa, but resembled more the Geneva, K. Y., condi­
tions. The projections, however, were long and slender, as in 
Iowa specimens. 
Eggs dissected fron a dried si)Gcimen of class 4 from Bois>., 
, Ida,, had the sliort roimdod cap and short projections. The 
same v/as true of eggs froa a Fort Collins, Colo., class 7 speci-
mon, and also from a class 5 specimen, but in latter case the 
projections v/ere ODScurea. ' i'he evidonce from the egg characters 
i n d i c a t e s  t h a t  t h e  t r e e  c r i c l c e t s  f o t m d  o n  r a s p b e r r i e s  n o n  
tall "botton land v?eeds at Araes, Xov;a, are nigricox-nis whether 
the anteiinal pattern is lighter tliaji the t^rpici?..! condition or 
not. It indicates also that those ivith the light antennal pat­
tern iroin Colo*} aiia Ida«, are not true c^jjcidrxT^iuriGtatuSo The ef'"j_ 
characters must be fairly constant for the latter species in the 
east, where the same general t;fpo is fou:'-.d in such widely sex)-
arated localities as Kew Yor2c» Ohio» lovia. and Florida. At Sioui: 
City, Iov;a, the meager data seems to indicate that g-gadrip-anc--
tatus is distinct there also, yet it seems improbable that it 
coiad exist without hybridising vJhen intinjately associatetl i7ith 
such closely related forms. 
The egg cliaracters point tovvtird a clt^se relationship be-
tween ni^icori^ and ar/?entiniis. Kigricornis eggs from Ames, 
closely resemble those r?.i3sected from argentinus specimens from 
Sioux City, lov.a, and .Fort Collins, Colorado. 
Conclusions. 
The eictent to 'c/liich looal environraental conditions may 
change the character of the tree crielcets of the nif^icox-nis 
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group has not boen determined. It seems harOly i:)OssiblG that 
all tlio results co-olu. IDO uccoimtccl for in this \7a7« The oiivir-
ounontal difforenae Isetvieor; a small ragrvjoou in a pasture 
and a bramble or smiflower ton feet away, is hardlv r^-eat om^i 
to account for the differenees in color j Ooi^ striictiirG ajid hab­
its., foimd botv/ecn nif-ricorr-is and quadriminctatus^ If onviron-
aent xiovq directly roaponsiblo foi' the diffGrencGs, vilxf should 
all tiiree forms bo foiind in tiio same fiold and on the cane 
species of plants as at Sio-ax Gitis lov/a? likewise in wostorn 
Oregon, appa^'ently similar difforences in environment iiave 
little or no effect on the color characters, v/hich hold remark­
ably constant. 
On the other hand, we find in the far v;est little or no 
difference in the egg cliaracters betv/een series .which fall lar^-O' 
I'j in the pale classos of antennal pattern and tliosc v/hich are 
typical ar!?entin'aSo Considering the extreme environmental dif­
ferences that may be fomid in the \7est0rn mountain regions it 
seems entirely possible that color characters couLd bo influ­
enced, to some extent, at least by the physical enx'-iromaent. 
On the \7i.volo one is forced to the conclusion that in each 
locislity the cricicets have a certain genetic constitution dif­
fering more or less from those in other localities. In the 
eastern portion of the United States and Caiiada, nifyicornis 
Qnadripunctatus are fairly distinct, sufficiently so to be 
considered different species if tixey did not ran^je beyond this 
-so-
resion, Botii -roms arc fovJid in nost of the eastern torritory 
but iii,r:S?icornis racges farther nortia and reaches tiio southern 
i»iiiwiMii>niiwiWif firttiiwr-iniTT—ir 
states oiily in the Appalachian KoiBitain re£:iono. In the oastorn 
portion o'£. the gi^eat plains aroa, nif-yioornis bccoines loss dis­
tinct, by reduction of the average antorinal pattern arid body 
color, altho the eggs retain essentially the sane character. 
In this region it apparently blends or hybridises vJith arg^entlnus 
\¥hich has eggs very similar to nifiT icornis^ • Mf;yicornis pre­
dominates in the eastern portion of the area and fades out to 
the west, while the reverse is true of argontinus3 which alco 
exteiids to the pacific coact states, 
2?he situation in regard to <^mdripixnctatus is more -oncer-
tain. All <aiown eggs of this form from the eastern states, so 
far exarained have shown distinct eliaracters, even as far v;est 
as Siom City, Io\7a. Uo e£;3s obtained of the estrene form 
fotmd in the sand hills at Harting S, D., but it seems plausi'ole 
that this laieht represent tlie extrenio i7estern e:-ctension of true 
Ci-uaoriD-anctatus. She fev; egsa obtained from apparently typical 
^^uadri-piinetat-as I'rom Colorado cmd Idaho were not like those foi:ind 
in the eastern states but i7ere more lii:e the ecgs of ariC';ontin-as. 
Shis evidence points to a closer relationship to art-^'entimis. 
Either the tv/o forms are less distinct in the far v/est or else 
true q-oadrip-gnctatns extends only as far as the eastern portion 
of the. great plains, and similar forms foynd in the ftu? ivest are 
only variations of ar^^entiniis, possibly due to local environnent. 
I^om a practical standpoint the best v/e can do at present is to 
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consider all series v/itli the light antcnnal pattern and palo 
hody color as niiadripimctxis. 
Until better characters for separating: the tree criclcets 
of this group iuive boon diGCOvered, it soeris advisable to con-
sider nifff-icornis, quadripunote.,tus and arf-entiims as subspecios. 
The greatest difficulty in identifying them will be foimd in 
tlie central portions of the coimtry. There they exhibit little 
or no differences in the choice of envirorjaent* One r/o"ald 
hardly e:q>ect such closely related racos to bo associated on 
the samo plants vjithotit hybridising to sono e:':tent. There is 
no experimental evidence to shova: whether this is the case or 
not, but many individuals are foimd which are internedicite in 
regard to the characters comraoiily used in separating then. 
I Other SpeciGs* 
The only other laio\7n species of Oecanthns in the ni.^ricornis 
group is pini Beutenroiillor which has characters distinct 
enough to justify its ranlc as a separate species, The anter^nal 
pattern is not very distinctive. It is usually li>e that of 
class 4 or 5, ;7ith the spot on the first segment smll and round 
or v/ith an outward extension along the distal border of the 
so/jmont. The lines on the second segsne^it are straig-ht, parallel, 
of uniform width and usutilly well separated-. In some specinons 
the outer elonents of the pattern ai»e faint or absent. 
^•hG nost distinctive cimracter about the species is the 
general ground color of the body. It could- bo confused only v/ith 
specimens of relatocl siiecics 6,iscolorG<l too long confineraont 
in thG killing bottlo. In cli'y specimens, it is a light yello^v-
ich or redclisii "brovm, lighter on the lateral portions of tho 
pronetal disk and ventral aide of tho thoraz, and darkest on the 
median part of head and pronotnrao i'he pale color is close to 
clajr color, cinnamon, or cinnamon buff in RidgVv'ay'G Color Stan­
dards and "onenclatare, while the darkest parts are neai' sn-aff 
brov^n, v/alnnt "bromi, or btirnt amber. She arrangement of the 
darker color is similar to typical nic?t'ioorni3, but in the latter 
t}ie dark color on the pronotuiri is fascous or black on a palo 
biiff or ivory yellow gronnd color.. 2he venter of the abdomen 
is black in typical nifig^ioornis as conipared to dull brotJn in 
pinia The first cintennal segment is broader in pini, being 
nearly as v;ide as long; the gro'ond color of the tv;o basal seg-
nents is the same as the palest body color v/hile the reminder 
of the antema assmee tho darkest body color. 
In life pini is easily rocDgnised by the distinct f^reen of 
the wing veins« The hind femora and dorsal part of the abdonen 
have eno-ugh green to qIvq thca an olive color. The head and thor-
ccc appear more reddish-orov/n in life and contrast sharply to the 
e'p'eenish color of the win^s. Hymphs iiave greenish win^^ pads, a 
(green abdomen v/ith cream colored dorso~lateral stripes; the re-
laainder of the bodj,^ is li^ht brown; the legs a li£i-ht olive brovnio 
2ho species has been foimd only on or near pines. 
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Key to north AmeriGan Oecanthinae. 
On the basis of this and otlior recent work on the tree 
erielcets, I append the following modified 3cey. 
A, Front face of the proximal antennal segment xvxth a small 
but prominent tubercle or loiob on the distal border near 
the middle; no blaclc markings. Hind tibiae armed with 
terminal sp-ors only. V/ings exceed the tegmina by at least-
half their len^^th. Deciduous forest and thickets. Conn., 
to Ga., west to lov^a, lOansas, Sexas. Eecorded by Strassiire 
f3?oiii Mexico and Central America. 
]?eoxabea bipimctata (Be G-eer) 
iiii,. Proximal antennal segment without a prominent tubercle on 
the distal border. Distal half of hind tibiae armed nith 
several long spines and nmerous small teeth. 
Qecanthus 
B. Front face of proximal antennal segjiient with a broad, 
nhite or ivory colored swelling at the inner edge, orna-
rncntea tJith blacl:. Area botv/een eyes usually tin£;ed 
V7ith yellow. 
C. Swellins with a round or oval, bl?. ck (or rarely brown) 
spot. Second sei^incnt with a similar spot. V/idth of 
dorsal field of raale tegnina nearly half of IciTgth. 
Deciduous trees and shrubs. Me., Ont., and B. C., to 
Ga. , Cuba, Gal ifMexico and Central ^Americti. 
niveus (Be C-eer) 
CC. ST/elling with a euFved or '•*J-shaped" black mark; 
the proximal end curved torard the inner side. Second 
sognieat with elongated black mark, l^idth of dorsal 
field of laale tegmlna loss than 4/10 of length; length 
10 to IS nim. Pronotum usually V7ith a darker median 
streak. Deciduous trees and shrubs. Mass., Mich,, 
Minn., S. D., to KLa.j Kans., and £ex. 
_0. anf^ustipermis Fitch 
GCC, Swelling? witii a club-shaped black nark, broadest prox-
iroad. Secoril segment with elongate black inark. 'v'idth 
of dorsal field of sale tegmina loss tijiui 4/10 of 
length; length 12.5 to 14 mm. On certain oaks, soae-
tiEies on hickory, beech and other deciduous trees. 
Conn, and long Island to Ohio, I'eiin., Ho., and lov/a. 
0. exclanationis Davis 
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S'ront face of proicimal imtozma-l 3G.^Qnt \7itlioiit a si^cll-
iEo 021 the irnier edge; this Gdeo ncn^irly strai^^ht except 
at tho base and nearly parallel v/ith outer edgew 
. Subgenital plate of fesD-le v;ith a broad notch postoriorljf, 
ioalf as Inroad as widest part of the plate, Vfidth of 
dorsal field of laalo tegrninfi about htilf the length (in 
one e&se as lov/ as •44) • Front oido of proxisial aiitciinal 
sG^ent never ornamented with more than a narrov,? dark 
lino along 'bhe inner sd^je. 
D, Sypiaally pcile straw color or ivory, with top of head 
arid base of antennae pnrplisii piiilc; proxinal antennal 
segnient without distinct iiiarkiiigs- Large; male 
teemina IS mm, and over, female, 11 sn* and over; 
ovipositor 6,6 rara« and over. Pronot-om width at hind 
margin seldom greater tlian length in males, distinctly 
less in females; pronotum small in relation to teg*-^ 
niriB. so tliat width of hind border goes into length 
of . tegiaina 5 to 6 times« Hollov; on side of terminal 
segnient of maxillary palp rarely covers more tMn dis­
tal third of segment. In thiclcets of slii'ubs, vines 
and tall weeds* Lorxg Island, southern Mich., and rizino, 
southeastern S. P, to Ga.Miss., and Eans., possibly 
to I'ej:. 
0. latiT)ennis Riley 
HD. Brovjn to ivox-y with only a reddish tinge on top of 
head in piile forms; proxiraal antonnal segment in many 
specimens with a dark line along the iraier ed^re of 
front face. Snialler;. nale te^jinina 10 to li5 Kin.; 
female,. 8 to 11-5 ram»; ovipositor 5 to 6 jTiin. Prono-
t-uiii with ^ 7idth of hind border generally Gxcoedir.£> 
length by one-tenth; in females length seldom exceeds 
vjidth by more than one-tenth, r-ronotum larger in 
relation to tegiaina,. v;ldth of former included in 
length of latter to 5 tines. Hollo".7 on side of 
terminal se£3aent of maxillary j>alp covers distal S/5 
to 1/2 of segnento Thickets of slii'ubs and otiisr 
low plants, 'wash. (?}, Ore.j Ida., to Calif., Colo., 
kvl'z'of IT. 3;iex., Tex.» and Ari:.!?}. 
0. californicus Saussure 
wMt wwi • nwm>ii>i—itpiw**— 
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JC, Subgonital plate of femalo witli a notch isostGrior-
ly, not more than ono~fifth of ividest part of plate. 
iAcilG, te^jeiiiis. liciri'ovvj ?3idtli ox cloi'sul fielO. i'cii'gly ovgp 
4/p of length. I-ront side of prosinal seginent. 
vvitn few exceptions, ornanented i?ith noro than a narrov? 
line along the inner edge. 
D. Head, pronot-um, legs cuid aEtennae lif;ht to moo.iuni broan, 
sometijaos reddish-brown; -ondGrside of abdoaen dull 
brov;n. In life MinQ veijas green, dors-am of abdomen 
and hind feniora olive green. In -oines or necir then. 
Uass., Conn., Long Island, lu IT. C, 
£• pini Beutonanller 
DD. Head raid pronottun typically vJith a fuscotio nedian 
stripe on pale yellonisii s^round color, (or those 
parts entirely pale or noj;a'ly entirely blael:). Ster-
ni oes 0-2. aodoraen typically entirely blackj atyDicaTl^?' 
Ii0htly ini'usc-ated or Bale. Proximal antemaV ser- " 
raent ornamented as in classes 6' to 9» at^roicall-^r 
as in 5 {Table II), On tall vveeds, shrubs or Aformg 
trees or vines. Sjn^ical: m., Ont,, Hinn., S.^D., to 
eastern Kans., Ho., Ky,, and Ya.; in mountains to 
I'enn., and IT. G. Atyuical; Han., -IT. D„. to liebr., 
western la. 
z^ii^ioornis nij^ieornis ^ /ialker 
BDD. Body entirely pale or with abdomen lightly ini\is-
eated along each side of the sternites and dorso-
laterally. Proximal antennal seg-ments ornamentec) as 
in classes 6 to 8; atypioally with line as in G, brt 
v/ith spot reduced. Generally on \7eods 1 to S feet 
high, or snuai shrubs. Great plains and v;est to 
Pacific. 
jQ,» •nigiricornis argent inus Saussnre 
1)1)1)1), Body entirely pale. Abdominal venter lightly ini\is~ 
cated in some atypical specimens. Proximal antennal 
segraents ornanented as in classes 1 to 5. {rarely as 
iji 1 and 2). Typical: Me,, southern Ont., Kich.", 
Hinn., to ?la., Miss. Atypical: B. G.,, Han. to Aria., 
Sex, 
nif^icornls quadripmictat-gs 
***** "w*""*' >ijtiiiiwiim i»ii» •uw -iu-iu.u.— 
i:>eu^nr;iulXcr 
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STimoGry» 
Tlireo trco cricliots of the {joims Occtinthus, narneljr 
nlgricorniSg GuadriiranctatuB and ar^'^entinua, differ H'on oacli 
I othor nainljr in color charactex's una have l)Gen soparated "b^/ 
I tiio natiiTG of tile iDlaclc miiricings on tiio tv;o proximal antermal 
QO{^oiits, 'There has been sone dispute aciong taiconomists as 
; to whether they represent distinct species. 
In order to classify the rmterial fx'ora various localities 
on the basis of tiie antennal pattern, twelve approxiraatel^r equal , 
i arbitrary classes T?;ere originated, She olaoses v/ith light 
pattern (ouadriT>-onetatus) run in a straight line scries up to a 
middle point and from there diverge in tv?o directions» tovfard 
the estrcm© types of nit-iO-'icornis and arf;entinus. 
In the eastern portion of tho U« S, corresponding rougiily 
to the country originally largely covered vjith forest, nl^-yiGornis 
and q-gadripimctatus are present and distinct in color characters, 
ecological distribution tind habits, as v/ell as havin.^ distinct 
types of et5;::so. 2hcy could be considered separate species if 
they did not extend beyond this region. 
In tho great plains region, nlgrieornls, guadripunctatus 
^t^QQtinue are found, vvith many intermediato forao. The tiireo 
are often associated in the same field on tho sanie Icinds of 
plr-aits, I'ho characteristics uhich typify nigricornis £>radually 
disappear from tlie population totrard the ^ ^est, vjhile the reverse 
is true of ar^entinus characters, which come no farther east 
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tlian the true prairie regions. 
Only arfi'entin-us and guadripnnctatus are fotmd in the Rocicjr 
mountain region and are not clearly separated. The former 
only has l)een found in the Pacific coast region, 
Q,iia(3ripmictatus has the sume distinct type of efTg-in IT. Y., 
Ohio, Fla., and loiva. In the western region the eggs of indi­
viduals falling in the gnadripunctatus classes of antermal 
pattern are of a different type and resemlDle those of t;/pical 
argentinns. 
Until better characters are discovered for separating the 
tliree tree crickets of this groiip, it seems advisalole to con­
sider thern as subspecies. 
A revised key to the Oecanthinae of ITorth America is 
appended, based on this and other recent work. 
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